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Chapter 2321: acting 

  

Xue Renyi knew that he was also afraid of his superiors when he saw Spur’s expression, and said with a 

deliberate smile: “Don’t worry, brother, I will definitely say a few words for you when I see that one.” 

 

“No, no, don’t go in if you want to.” Spur suddenly furious and cursed: “Damn it, believe it or not, I killed 

you.” 

 

As an arrogant noble spirit, how could he accept the help of lowly humans, he couldn’t wait to draw out 

his sword to kill Xue Renyi right away. 

 

“Don’t don’t, why are you angry, listen to you, I will not say it, I must not say it.” Xue Renyi knew that he 

had successfully aroused Spur’s anger, and it was just right to prevent Spur from going too far. , He 

pretended to be pitiful and said: “You must not be familiar with this little person like me. I will go now 

and go now.” 

 

“Get off.” Spur now felt annoyed when he saw Xue Renyi. He arrogantly turned around and looked at his 

two subordinates and said: “Bibbo and Basten, you two take this group of humans to the trading place. 

Let them go.” 

 

“Yes.” The voices of the two noble elves were very cold and arrogant. 

 

“Thank you for the two elves.” Xue Renyi hurriedly bent over and invited the two to go ahead, and then 

he shouted to the convoy behind, “Leaving!” 

 



This is the secret code agreed upon by Xue Renyi and Zhuojiu and others, and it is also the slogan Xue 

Renyi would chant every time he comes to Baishan City. This sound represents absolute safety. 

 

“Woo~!” The convoy honked, and nearly a hundred transport vehicles drove into Baishan City in order. 

 

The 200 “Holy Light Masters” in charge of the guard jumped off the fire lion, followed behind the convoy 

with the trade flag representing peace and walked through the gate. 

 

Spur didn’t stop these holy light mages. In two months, he couldn’t be more familiar with the faces of 

these people, and at a glance, he knew that they were the same people from the previous few times. 

 

On the first visit, Spur tested them. They are a group of holy light mages who know how to heal and 

attack the undead. They have almost no harm to their elves. Therefore, letting them in is a symbolic 

meaning. This means that the human race and the elven race have a good relationship. 

 

The turbid wine, the White Lion and others hidden in the material in the back of the transport vehicle 

have been holding their weapons tightly. They thought that Spur would check the vehicle. They did not 

expect to enter Baishan City so easily, which made the two of them feel relieved. At the same time, 

looking at each other’s eyes are full of excitement. 

 

After the convoy enters Baishan City, it will drive directly to the noble area. When the nobles’ trade 

ends, the car will drive to the civilian area, and the noble area is under the palace hill, so they can 

already start preparing for battle. 

 

“The team is coming, the team is coming!” 

 

“Is there anything good, tell us about it!” 

 

… 

 

A large number of civilian elves asked on both sides of the car. These were teams sent by Algaea to 

protect them. 

 



Bibo and Basten looked at them with disgust and arrogance in their eyes, and they accelerated to lead 

the convoy forward, and after passing the military camp, they came to the civilian area. 

 

The elves belonging to the barracks left the team, and the civilian elves from the residential area 

crowded over and continued to protect them. They left the residential area until they left. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom boom” 

 

“Boom boom boom” 

 

… 

 

The holy light knights who are on both sides of the convoy will deliberately knock on the carriage every 

time they pass by. The first is the barracks, the second is the residential area, the third is the noble 

legion training ground, and the back is the noble trading area. At the end of the day, Zhuojiu, White Lion 

and others took out weapons to prepare for battle. 

 

“Stop and get checked!” 

 

A loud shout suddenly sounded from the front, and the entire convoy stopped immediately. Xue Renyi, 

Bibo and others at the front were a little confused. 

 

A group of noble elves dressed in gorgeous armor stood in front of them. The elves headed by them 

were very young, but they already had three scars on their faces. 

 

What Xue Renyi fears most is this elves. He is called Sista and has druid blood. His druid legion is the 

strongest legion among the noble elves. 

 

In the past, the strictest review was Kista, but today the patrol captain on duty in the noble area is not 

him. 



 

“Did you not hear the inspection? Or do you have Tibetans and contraband in it?” Kista drew his saber 

furiously. 

 

Xue Renyi hurried forward, bowing his body and leaning forward, and said kindly: “Dear General Kista, 

the convoy has been checked. The items outside are all the necessities of the noble elves. It is not good 

to check.” 

 

Bibo and Basten quickly nodded and said, “Your Excellency Sista, the team has checked at the door.” 

 

“What does it have to do with me?” Kista’s face became colder, and said furiously: “Unload the truck for 

me, you don’t do it yourself, I will let my brothers do it!” 

 

“This, this…” Xue Renyi knew that it was unloading the truck. Just as he was anxiously trying to figure 

out a solution, a group of elven soldiers ran over riding a Tier 3 war tiger, headed by Algaea. . 

 

“All the convoy drove back to the barracks for inspection. From now on, without my order, the material 

vehicles are not allowed to enter the noble area.” Algaea said arrogantly at Sista. 

 

“Asshole!” Kista was furious. His first reaction when he saw Algaea was to draw his sword, without 

mentioning how Dido died. In the three-year war, Kista and Dido entrapped each other, Sith. Countless 

brothers of the tower died in Algaea’s non-rescue. 

 

The two were dead enemies. Now Dido is dead again. It is rumored that Algaea will be the commander-

in-chief of the elves. Before taking office, he stopped the trading convoy and made it clear that he 

wanted to rob the materials that originally belonged to the noble elves. To the commoner elves. 

 

Kista wanted to check the supplies, but not to prevent the convoy from trading. If the convoy were to go 

with Algaea, the noble elves’ living supplies would not be guaranteed. Therefore, he stepped up to 

Algaea and said: “I checked and there is no problem.” 

 

“Nonsense!” Algaea sneered, and said: “How long has the convoy come in? How could you have finished 

the inspection so soon? Things must be shipped back to the barracks, and I have to check them 

carefully.” 



 

Kista didn’t believe it. I didn’t know what else would be left after the things entered the barracks. He 

roared nonchalantly, “Algaea, I use the magical magic given to the noble elves by the Moon God. 

Naturally, there is a quick inspection method. The convoy quickly enters the noble area, and no one can 

stop it.” 

 

“You…” Algaea pretended to be angry, and said loudly, “Why do you aristocratic elves trade first, our 

commoner elves should be behind you, you are in front of the battlefield with the ability, we are behind, 

then you trade first, Everyone is right.” 

 

“Yes~!” 

 

“Why bully our civilian elves?!” 

 

“We want to be fair” 

 

… 

 

The surrounding civilian elves were angry, which made Sista look like a big enemy, and quickly greeted 

the druid army to confront the civilian elves, and at the same time sent the elves to the mountain for 

help. 

 

The noble elves in the palace on the mountain are calling for Dido. There are more than 500 people. It 

was learned that Algaea under the mountain was leading people to make trouble. The furious Dilas led 

more than 300 people down the mountain and passed the trade convoy. . 

 

“Master Dilas!” Bibo and Basten bowed to salute Dilas’ back. 

 

“Let them leave quickly after the trade. ” Dilas’s voice floated from the front. 

 

“Yes” 

 



Bibo and Basten said respectfully. 

 

Xue Renyi leaned forward and asked curiously: “What happened?” 

 

“Don’t ask too much.” Bibo pointed to the empty space in front of the warehouse at the foot of the 

mountain and said: “Unload the truck here. I will call other elves to come to trade as soon as possible.” 

 

There are fixed exchange items for bulk commodities, and other luxury goods such as tobacco, alcohol, 

sugar and tea are the things that the elves and nobles can exchange separately. 

 

Under normal circumstances, noble elves will not come to the site to trade in person. They think that it 

will damage their noble status. Therefore, noble elves will send their servants to do this. Bibo will now 

get a trade list from house to house. Sent over. 

 

“Where is the list?” Xue Renyi asked, looking back at the four holy light knights not far away. 

 

“It’s with me.” The four holy light knights walked over with a smile, holding the list in their hands. 

 

Bibo and Basten took a second look at these four “Holy Light Mages” and were not interested. They took 

the list and turned around and looked at them first. They have to take away the materials they and Spur 

need, but they both Don’t want humans to see their greedy expressions. 

 

“Twenty bags of Yunshan tea and fifty boxes of beer, these are all left…” Before Bibo could say his last 

word, he felt a cold in his chest. Looking down, a dagger had pierced his heart. , The tip of the sword was 

full of red blood, falling drop by drop on the ground. 

 

“You guys, why…” Bibo didn’t have the strength to speak. Before falling to the ground, the last thing he 

saw was Basten, who was also pierced in the heart. 

 

Xue Renyi looked at the two men with a sneer, turned on the phone on his arm, and said, “Move.” 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 2322: Attack the Elf Palace 

  

500 black shadows flashed from the carriages of nearly a hundred transport vehicles, and the turbid 

wine, the white lion, Zhou Tianming, and the bitter love half a lifetime brought all 500 beast blood 

warriors into a transformation form and landed on the ground. 

 

The 200 “Holy Light Mage” threw off their robes, revealing a domineering black star-smashing iron 

armor and a star-shattering long sword at the waist. 

 

Xue Renyi walked quickly to Zhuojiu and the others, and said respectfully: “On the way, Algaea sent 

someone to tell me secretly that the guards on the mountain are the same as the ones on the previous 

list. They can attack as planned. He lured Dilas. After going out, when we see our offensive signal, we 

will immediately launch a synchronized attack and kill all the noble elves.” 

 

Zhuojiu took out his binoculars and glanced at the palace on the mountainside, with a sneer at the 

corner of his mouth. After looking at the white lion, Zhou Tianming and others, the four people 

simultaneously raised the signal flare in their hands. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

Four flares with golden light flew into the air with a harsh whistling sound, bursting out a golden light. 

 

Zhuojiu raised the long sword in his hand and shouted: “Follow me to attack, rush!” 

 

“Kill!” 

 

The 500 beast blood warriors and the 200 holy light knights yelled in unison, and rushed along the 

mountain road to the mountainside position along with the four people of Zhuojiu, White Lion, Zhou 

Tianming and Kuai Bansheng. 



 

The palace on the hillside is only 800 meters away from the ground in a straight line. For the second-

order fighters, they can jump from 50 to 80 meters in one step and reach the main gate of the palace in 

less than a minute. 

 

The elves guarding around the palace on the mountainside can also see the human warriors rushing 

upward at this time, so there is no need to cover up! 

 

“Enemy attack, enemy attack!” The elves who watched the hillside halfway up shouted loudly. From the 

moment he saw the transport truck reached the foot of the mountain, he stared at the cargo on the 

truck, thinking about what he wanted, but when he found a drill in the truck. He felt something wrong 

when he came out, but he hadn’t thought about the fact that humans would dare to attack. 

 

After all, it was in the Elf City, with 10,000 warriors and hundreds of Tier 3 wood archmages. Humans 

dare to attack and die. He didn’t believe that humans were fools, but when he frowned and thought, he 

saw humans rushing up the mountain. He also shouted the sound of killing before he believed that 

humans were really going to attack. After shouting twice, he quickly took out the police siren from his 

waist and blew it. 

 

“Woo~~~!” 

 

The sound of the siren was so harsh that all the elves around the periphery of the palace looked at this 

side. The nearby noble elves guards frowned and ran over. Their first feeling was that the noble elves 

guard was faulty. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Dilas’s deputy, Marty was the first to run over with the team and asked, “Do you 

know what the police siren means?” 

 

“I know.” The guard pointed at the foot of the mountain anxiously and said, “A group of humans are 

crazy, and they are going to rush to kill us.” 

 

“Huh?!” Marty smiled. He was not afraid or believed at all. He watched the turbid wine and others 

rushing up from the mountain, and said arrogantly: “Does this group of humans want to give us some 

surprises, or are they special? During the festival, I want to curry favor with us. Otherwise, what are they 



doing? Do you want to die? Don’t make a fuss, let me ask first, if it’s a show, but you play the police 

siren, we elves are ashamed and not ashamed, where are the higher races? Look like.” 

 

The elves felt that Marty was right. As a race possessing divine magic and the protection of the Moon 

God, they were born with a sense of superiority, which was carved into their bones. 

 

They look down on humans and do not regard humans as a threat at all. Instead, they regard humans as 

a third-class race, which is equivalent to the humble Sigma, and they are more than a dozen levels 

behind their elven servants. They only match them. Flattery and dedication. 

 

Thinking of this, a dozen elves put away their weapons and stood on the top of the hillside, looking 

arrogantly at the human beings rushing up, as if saying, knowing that you are acting on a show, we have 

already discovered. 

 

“What are these fools doing? Waiting for us to kill?” The White Lion frowned and asked. 

 

“Follow him, I’ll kill three first.” Suddenly, Zhuojiu brought a holy light across a distance of 100 meters to 

Marty’s face, and the broken star blade in his hand swept across with a golden light, including Marty. 

The five people inside did not wait for a reaction, and their heads and bodies were separated. 

 

“Don’t grab my head.” Anxious, the white lion stepped on the ground forcefully, and leaped to a 

distance of 100 meters. The long sword in his hand swept across, and the remaining seven second-order 

elves that did not react were all killed. 

 

Killing Tier 2 at Tier 3 is as easy as searching for something! 

 

From the top of the hillside to the palace, there is still a distance of 100 meters. There is no guard in the 

square in front of it, but on the seven balconies on the second floor and the roof of the third floor, there 

are more than 30 elf archers. 

 

They were still curious about what happened to the mountain road at the door. They just saw Marty and 

more than a dozen elves after hearing the sirens pass. They were curious about what Marty was looking 

at, but when they saw Marty and other noble elves being chopped off by humans, they reacted. 

 



“Enemy Attack” 

 

“Enemy Attack” 

 

“Humans mobilized to us…” 

 

A guard captain on the top floor didn’t wait to say everything. A black light appeared behind him. Zhou 

Tianming’s demonized hands broke the captain’s neck. Then, he rushed to the noble elf guard with a 

surprised expression. NS. 

 

The 21 elven archers on the seven balconies on the second floor hurriedly bent their bows and set up 

arrows to attack the dirty wine, but before they could shoot arrows, 21 white sword lights passed 

through their bodies, and suddenly these 21 elves fell into a pool of blood. . 

 

In the end, Jianguang turned into a long sword and returned to the hands of half a lifetime. He proudly 

looked at the turbid wine and the white lion beside him and said, “Brother is not bad.” 

 

“Let you pretend it. ” White Lion rolled his eyes, and he found that among a few people, it was his way 

of transforming his hips the most. 

 

Muddy wine was golden light all over, like a **** descending to the earth, Zhou Tianming looked 

amazing, the big devil wandered on the third floor with black light all over, and dozens of elven archers 

were all put down to the ground by him. 

 

The bitter love for half a lifetime is even more irritating. It is completely in the sword fairy mode. As long 

as a golden light passes to kill, the enemy’s head is thousands of miles away. 

 

Only the white lion, white tiger, white wolf, and heroic warriors of the beasts, gods and blood, turned 

into a werewolf. The white lion cursed and said, “Wait, sooner or later I will be more handsome than 

you, brothers rush to me. Kill them.” 

 



The 500 Tier 3 Beast God Blood Warriors have come behind the white lion. They roared and ran forward 

with the white lion. He smiled and shook his head with the Holy Light Warrior regiment and launched an 

attack. . 

 

Several people had already discussed the countermeasures before the battle. The turbid wine brought 

200 holy light knights to attack the main entrance, and the white lion led 200 beasts and blood warriors 

to jump to the second floor balcony to attack. 

 

The remaining 300 beast blood warriors were led by Baihu and Bailang, guarding at the gate of the 

palace, ready to defend against the elven warriors who came in reinforcements. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2323: Surrender Sara 

  

In the hall of the Elf Palace. 

 

The shouts of fighting outside and the violent fluctuations in the elements of the spells caused Sara and 

other noble elves to frown. This kind of aura is not at all like that of the civilian elves of Algaea, but 

rather like humans, but they I don’t understand how humans would enter the elven palace of Baishan 

City, and how dare to attack them. 

 

“What the **** is going on outside?” Sarah’s voice was arrogant. As a Tier 4 peak powerhouse, he was 

not afraid of anyone’s provocation, stood up and flicked his clan’s long robe, leading a group of noble 

elves to the door. 

 

It just so happened that Zhuojiu brought the Knights of Light into the gate, and the White Lion on the 

second floor also rushed into the corridor on the second floor with the Beast God Blood Warrior Legion. 

 



The two sides found each other at the same time, but the eyes of the elves were surprised. Sarah was 

furious and roared: “The lowly race, it really is you. I make good business with you, but you want to kill 

me. I want to let You pay the price and die for me.” 

 

The violent wood energy instantly turned into countless one-meter-thick tree trunks, which shot out 

from Sara’s hands, and went straight to the White Lion and others on the second floor and Zhuojiu and 

others on the first floor. 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

“Ah~!” 

 

… 

 

The blood warriors of the beasts and the holy light knights were beaten out by the tree trunks. Seeing 

this scene, Sarah sneered and jumped out of the palace gate. She wanted to see the humans lying on 

the ground and howling, but when she When she came to the square in front of the palace and looked 

at the people around her, the arrogant expression on her face turned into horror. 

 

In her heart, she was a blow with hatred just now. Although she had no charge, it was a Tier 4 

intermediate spell. She was slammed into the trunk of the Moon Spirit Tree that she urged her to send 

out. 

 

But none of the humans in front of him died. More than that, the wounded body of the warrior in the 

form of a beast is gradually healing at a speed visible to the naked eye. The knight bathed in the holy 

light has his wounds healed quickly, in less than two seconds. Their bodies seemed to have never been 

injured. 

 

What frightened Sara even more was that the holy light knight standing in front of him was completely 

unharmed, but looked at him with a golden smile all over his body. 

 

“You, you, you are also Tier 4?” Sarah looked at the dirty wine in horror and said. 

 



Zhuojiu smiled and nodded with a long sword in both hands, and said, “You guessed it.” 

 

“It’s not just him, didn’t you find me?” Zhou Tianming suddenly appeared behind Sara and slapped Sara 

on the back. 

 

“Puff~!” 

 

Sara’s body flew out more than 20 meters uncontrollably. When she landed, a mouthful of blood 

spurted out. She stared at Zhou Tianming in horror and said, “The big devil? Tier 4?” 

 

“Exactly.” Zhou Tianming said with a smile. 

 

“And me.” A sword aura accurately pierced Sara’s body, and said with a smile on the side for a long 

time. 

 

“Three Tier 3? A big devil, a sword spirit, a holy spirit, how can human beings be so powerful?” Sara was 

stunned. 

 

The white lion sneered and said, “I took my brothers to kill others, and I will leave it to you.” 

 

A group of beast blood warriors and holy light knights raised their weapons and rushed to the noble 

elves in the palace. Sarah only looked at them carefully at this time and exclaimed: “All of them are Tier 

3? And the blood of beasts? ” 

 

Zhuojiu said: “Yes, surrender Sara, you have no other way to go.” 

 

Sarah stared at the dirty wine with a grim face, and said angrily: “This is Baishan City, the main city of 

our elves. Do you know what this means? The elves below will soon know about the war here, my 

10,000 Many elven warriors will let you come and go, and there will be no bones.” 

 



Zhuojiu smiled and said: “Don’t dream, your more than 10,000 warriors, 10,000 have definitely betrayed 

you, Algaea signed an agreement with humans, and in the future he will lead the elves to join humans as 

a subsidiary. You lose NS.” 

 

“It’s impossible?” Sara was furious. She absolutely didn’t believe that her half-brother would do such a 

thing. She stared at the dirty wine and said: “Don’t want to separate us. It’s impossible. I’m going to kill 

you. Use your blood to wash away your lies, so that you can see the ultimate secret of Baishan City, 

Yueling Transformation.” 

 

Sara’s body instantly turned into a huge tree spirit with a height of 100 meters at an extremely terrifying 

speed. Her body was completely brass-colored, the bark was as smooth as metal, the trunk was more 

than 30 meters thick, and there were more than 100 roots on it. Each branch is a weapon, some like a 

spear, some like a sledgehammer, and some like an iron rod. 

 

Each of the leaves on the branches is brass-colored. Obviously, these leaves can also be used as 

weapons to attack. There are flowers in the middle of the leaves, spraying pollen continuously. 

 

Zhuojiu, Zhou Tianming and others laughed. They knew clearly about Sara’s strength. This moon spirit 

transformation was mainly made of the moon spirit tree species hidden in Sara’s body by the moon god. 

 

The Moon Spirit Tree is a special tree that is difficult to cut by the Star Smashing Blade. Their strength is 

comparable to that of a Tier 4 pinnacle weapon. Even if it is cut, the Moon Spirit Tree’s recovery ability is 

extremely amazing. The speed is fast, it can be said that Sara is a humanoid chariot, with high output 

and resistance to beating. 

 

The only thing that can cause damage to the Moon Tree is spells, especially the necromancer spells. This 

is one of the reasons why the necromancers, trolls and rock tribes have not been defeated by the elves 

in previous wars. 

 

However, the most damage to the Moon Spirit Tree is not the necromancy spell, it is the evil magic spell 

of the great devil, why Zhou Tianming can bleed Sara with a palm just now, because the evil magic spell 

has extremely powerful destructive power, but also It has a very strong burning ability, as long as it 

touches the target, it will continue to burn until the opponent uses a lot of magic to suppress it. 

 



The two of them took a step back and handed over the battlefield to Zhou Tianming. In the blink of an 

eye, Zhou Tianming transformed into a huge demon with a pair of black wings with a height of 100 

meters. Sarah bumped over. 

 

How dare Sarah really let Zhou Tianming rush in front of him, and the weapon turned into the trunk of 

her body smashed towards Zhou Tianming, but just within 30 meters of Zhou Tianming, a green flame 

ignited, especially The trunk of a heavy hammer, the entire hammer head burned. 

 

“Ah~!” Sarah exclaimed in pain, and said, “Damn devil, I’m going to kill you, Flying Dragon Burial.” 

 

A meteor in the sky suddenly blasted out with purple and blue light. Zhou Tianming couldn’t react, but 

before the meteor hit him, he loved half a lifetime with a single-handed sword and exploded the meteor 

in mid-air, turning it into dots. Starlight was scattered around the square. 

 

Sarah furiously said: “Three fights one, you are not considered men.” 

 

Zhou Tianming smiled and said as he attacked, “I only know that you are not human and should not exist 

in our world.” 

 

Zhuojiu smiled and said: “Don’t think we don’t know. When the red moon night comes, you will jointly 

attack the East China Sea. Algaea has already told us the plan. Why do you have the face to be confident 

here? Woolen cloth?” 

 

“I…” Sarah was speechless, arguing: “I’m doing business with you, I don’t really want to form an alliance 

with them to kill you, trust me, I’m friendly.” 

 

“We don’t believe it.” A half-life of bitter love slashed countless blue sword auras, and killed the 

countless birds that Sarah threw out on the ground, saying: “Don’t ask for help. Either surrender or all 

you have. Humans were killed.” 

 

“Ah~!” 

 



The wailing in the palace kept coming out, it was the cry of a large number of noble elves before they 

were killed. 

 

Sarah was heartbroken, but she would not surrender, staring at the dirty wine and said angrily: “I am the 

noble elven patriarch. I will never surrender. I will either die in battle or die. I still don’t believe in 

Algaea. Rebellion, not just him, I also have the Archmage Legion and Druid Legion of Dirath, wait, when 

they come back, you will definitely die.” 

 

Zhuojiu and Zhou Tianming and the others smiled at each other. They knew that at this time, Algaea had 

already done something to Dilas and his army. 

 

Chapter 2324: Baishan City changes ownership 

  

Civilian barracks. 

 

The 300 Tier 3 Wood Archmage Legion in Dilas and the 300 Druid Legion in Kista were besieged by more 

than five thousand civilian elves at this time. 

 

Originally, Dilas went down the mountain not only to help Sista, but also to seek revenge from Algaea. 

As soon as the two sides met, Dilas launched a wood spell and summoned a vine whip to attack. 

 

After confronting Dilas for a few rounds, Algaea pretended to be lost and ran towards the civilian area. 

Dilas was chasing after him, but Dilas didn’t know that Algaea’s strength in the past did not match. Not 

his full strength, Dilas was not Algaea’s opponent at all in a real duel. 

 

As soon as the two chased and fled, they ran into the barracks from the civilian area. Dilas was 

completely swept away by the hatred. He didn’t realize Algaea’s behavior was abnormal. As soon as he 

entered the barracks, countless shooters lay in wait. Sablon Iron’s special armor-piercing arrows can not 

only break through the skin of the rock race, but also easily penetrate the plant armor of Dilas. 

 

Dilas was shot into a sieve in an instant, and when Kista arrived with the Archmage Legion and Druid 

Legion, they were all trapped in the barracks, unable to support them at all. 

 



Kista was sweating, staring at Algaea angrily: “You are treason, betraying the entire elves, betraying the 

gods of our faith, Sara and all the noble elves will not let you go.” 

 

Algaea laughed. At this time, there was a call for help from the top of the mountain. He looked at the 

palace on the mountainside, and then looked at Sista and said: “Sarah is hard to protect herself. Maybe 

at this time, she is already dead. .” 

 

“It’s impossible!” Kista said furiously: “You dare to curse the patriarch of the elves, Sara is a Tier 4 

powerhouse, who can kill him.” 

 

Algaea smiled and said, “Humans.” 

 

“Humans?” Sistakha laughed, and said, “They only have one Lu Yang who is Tier 4. In Baishan City, why 

did he beat Sarah? He dares to come and he will definitely die.” 

 

Algaea shook his head and smiled, looking at Sista contemptuously and said: “You are really too 

ignorant, do you know? There are four Tier 4 powerhouses in mankind. One is the sword spirit who 

loves half his life and the other The big devil Zhou Tianming, one is the Holy Spirit, the white lion, the 

blood warrior of the beast, the four strong men encircle and suppress a Sara, especially Zhou Tianming is 

a demon body, Wanke the elves, Sara is on the mountain If you can’t use all your strength, I’m afraid 

you are really dead in battle.” 

 

The strongest spells of the elves are wood-based spells, but most wood-based spells require soil 

support. The mountains are full of stones. Sara’s spell power is greatly reduced. Furthermore, facing 

four Tier 4 powerhouses at the same time, how can Sarah? It may have been fought. 

 

Kista was stunned, and said pretentiously: “This, this is impossible, where are so many strong humans, 

Algaea, you quickly let us go, we still have more than a thousand noble elves, if they Came here, you will 

all die in battle, the fighting skills and spells learned by the noble elves are not comparable to your 

commoner elves.” 

 

Algaea shook his head again and looked at Sista with contempt. “The horn has been sounded for so long, 

and there is no noble elves to support it. Don’t you feel strange? Don’t think about it, they are all slaves 

of our commoner elves. The brothers were poisoned, and few survived.” 

 



Without the help of Lu Yang and the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, Algaea would definitely not be able to kill 

Dido, let alone achieve the situation today. Now Algaea has actually become the master of Baishan City. 

He can treat all the noble elves. Life is taken and taken. 

 

“Put down your weapons, you damn, arrogant **** can still have a way to survive, otherwise, I will kill 

you now.” Algaea raised his right hand furiously. 

 

“Squeak~!” 

 

More than two thousand archers pulled the bowstrings into the full moon, the bows and arrows made 

of the third-order beast tendons, and the piercing arrows made of Saboron iron are extremely fast and 

extremely instantaneous. These archmages and druids have no chance to evade. . 

 

Kista was extremely unwilling. He stared at Algaea and roared: “It’s Sarah who is weak and refuses to 

listen to our advice to kill you **** betrayers. Dido is also a low IQ fool. Ask Ying to take the initiative to 

kill you filthy inferior elves for the Moon God, but it has been unable to kill all of you. You all deserve to 

die, you all deserve to die~!” 

 

More than 5,000 elves in the field were shocked. They didn’t believe Algaea’s words completely, but at 

this time they said it in Kista’s mouth. They clearly knew that the brothers who died before, really It was 

the conspiracy of the Crescent God and Dido to kill, and all the civilian elves were angry for a while. 

 

“Your Excellency Commander, kill them.” 

 

“Kill them.” 

 

“Avenge for the dead brother~!” 

 

… 

 

Countless people were filled with righteous indignation, and Algaea’s face was even more smiling. He 

stared at Sista and said: “The last chance, if you don’t surrender, you will shoot all of them. If anyone 

can kill Sista, I will exonerate him from all charges. .” 



 

“Are you kidding, who would…” Kista’s mocking words were not finished, and the two long swords 

crossed Kista’s abdomen. 

 

Two noble guards who were afraid of death together grabbed Sista’s body and ran to Algaea, shouting 

at the same time: “We surrender, don’t kill us.” 

 

Algaea sneered, grabbed Sista’s badly injured body and threw it to the ground, and then inserted his 

sword into the edge of Sista’s heart. Now, as long as Algaea gently twists the long sword for a distance 

of one centimeter, Sista Will die here. 

 

“Let down my weapons, otherwise, I will not only kill you, but also Sara.” Every word Algaea said came 

out of his teeth. 

 

The many elves of the Druid Legion and the Archmage Legion looked at each other and dropped their 

weapons in frustration. After all, they are all of Sara’s subordinates. Even if they want to fight, they can’t 

rely on Sara’s life. cost. 

 

“Tie up.” Algaea waved his hand, and many civilian elves rushed up and **** all the druid warriors and 

elven archmages with trapped magic vines. These vines were not only tough, but also disrupted the 

magic power in the target’s body. Keep them unable to release magic. 

 

After all this was done, Algaea breathed a sigh of relief. Just now he was really afraid that these druids 

and the elven archmage would resist, and the loss to the entire elven clan would be too great. 

 

“I’ve completed the task, Lu Yang boss.” Algaea learned the way humans speak, and sent a message to 

Lu Yang using the intercom, and asked, “Where are you?” 

 

Lu Yang was standing on the top of Hongye’s head, hovering on top of Baishan City. He smiled when he 

saw the news and said, “Close the big array, I’m going to come in.” 

 

“Yes.” Algaea looked at the elves around him and said, “Remove the mist formation and welcome Huo 

Ling general Lu Yang.” 



 

“Remove the Great Mist Array, welcome Huo Ling General Lu Yang~!” 

 

… 

 

A command was passed to the outside, and the guarding civilian elves controlled the magic mist tree to 

stop spraying. After a while, the fog in the sky gradually faded, and Baishan City revealed his true colors. 

 

In the Fairy Palace Square halfway up the mountain, Sarah’s 100-meter-high tree monster body is still 

fighting desperately against Zhou Tianming and love for half her life. She wants to take root in the 

mountain to absorb energy, but the mountain is full of stones, which can be absorbed. His energy is very 

scarce, and he can only rely on his own energy to recover the damage caused by Zhou Tianming and his 

love for half a lifetime. 

 

At this time, she had been thinking that Dido and Kista could solve the rebellion below, and quickly came 

up to help, but the fog around Baishan City gradually dissipated and Sara felt that it was not good, just 

as she was worried about Dilas and Kista. When the noble elves were in danger, a long roar came from 

the air. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye spread his 50-meter-long wings and was flying towards her. At this time, Hong Ye had already 

advanced to Tier 4, and he was more than 40 meters long. From this moment on, he was truly a dragon, 

except that he had Extremely strong offensive ability, the scales on his body, even the Tier 3 Star 

Smashing Blade is difficult to pierce. 

 

On the top of Hong Ye’s head, stood a seemingly ordinary man, but the pressure that Sara felt from him 

was the power between the peak of Tier 4 and Tier 5. 

 

“Fifth, fifth? Lord level?” Sara said in horror, she couldn’t believe that humans could do this, because she 

hadn’t had the feeling of breaking through to the fifth level after hundreds of years of cultivation! 

 

The key to Lu Yang’s practice was the fire spell, and the fire element of the Kemu element had no 

chance of winning at the same level. What’s more, Lu Yang’s current state left Sara in absolute fear. 



 

The red night slowly fell, and Lu Yang came to the eye position of Sarah’s one-hundred-meter-tall body. 

He smiled and looked at Sara and said, “Surrender, or your noble elves will destroy the clan.” 

 

“Asshole, why do you say that?” Sara yelled furiously. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “After the red moon night, the next batch of elves will arrive. If you are still the 

head of the elves, they still have hope. If you resist to the end, I will kill all the noble elves that come. 

Think about it. Well, I have time.” 

 

Sara was speechless. Lu Yang could really do this. She had no way to stop it. If she did not surrender, the 

next batch of noble elves would definitely die. But if she surrendered, it meant that she had betrayed 

the Moon God. , For a time she was hard to choose. 

 

However, when while she was thinking, Algaea stepped up the steps with the seriously injured Sista in 

one hand. He looked up at Sara and said coldly: “I will kill an aristocratic elf in one minute. Until you 

surrender position, Kista is the first.” 

 

“Don’t move, I surrender.” Sara’s body quickly changed back to a one-meter-high human form, looking 

at Algaea with a flustered face and said: “You can’t be so ruthless, I’m your relative.” 

 

Algaea sneered and said: “Since I was assassinated by Dilas again and again, you and I are no longer 

relatives. Your names are noble spirits. But in the future, noble spirits will become slaves and fights on 

this earth. Warriors in the arena, and we will take your place. From now on, we are called Shadow Moon 

Elves, believe in the old moon god, and are no longer the same race as you.” 

 

“Cheers for the Shadowmoon Elf~!” 

 

“From now on, we are the Shadow Moon Elves~!” 

 

… 

 



Nearly ten thousand civilian elves followed Algaea and uttered a loud and complete cheer. At this 

moment, Sara knew that she had completely lost, and the noble elves were also completely finished. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2325: The noble elves who fell to the Colosseum 

  

Sarah looked at Algaea weepingly, and asked: “We also believe in the Old Moon God. I have not 

abandoned my faith. How do you treat us elves?” 

 

Algaea looked at Sara with a sneer, and said, “Don’t pretend, I know what you think. When the red 

moon night arrives in a few days, the next batch of noble elves will come. You will find opportunities to 

partner with them. Kill me, you won’t have this chance.” 

 

This is exactly what Sara thought. Five Tier 4 masters surrounded her. She didn’t have any chance to win 

or escape. The only thing he could do now was to pretend to surrender. When the next red moon night 

arrives, there will be stronger noble elves. When she came to help, she was thinking of a way to regain 

power, but she didn’t expect Algaea to see through her mind. 

 

“I didn’t. We were born of a mother.” Sarah quickly played the emotional card, looking weak and 

aggrieved, trying to win the tolerance of all the commoner elves. 

 

Algaea hated Sarah’s face most. He punched Sarah in a rage and roared: “If you remember that we were 

born to a mother, why did Dido assassinate me every time you kill me? Pretending to turn a blind eye, 

why do you not stop every time the brothers of the commoner elves are pushed out to perform a mortal 

mission? After all, you still think that you are an aristocratic elves, and do not regard our commoner 

elves as equal clansmen at all. Now use With this hypocritical face begging for mercy, do you really think 

I’m a fool? I can’t wait to kill you.” 

 

“I, I…” Sara was speechless. 

 



In the three years of war, all difficult and mortal tasks were completed by civilian elves. They did not 

have advanced magic skills and suffered heavy casualties. 

 

Lu Yang fell to the ground and stood around Sara with Zhuo Jiu, White Lion, Zhou Tianming and Kuai 

Bansheng. The five Tier 4 masters made Sara dare not resist in any horror. 

 

Algaea looked at Lu Yang with gratitude and said, “We civilian elves finally got rid of the oppression of 

the noble elves. Thank you and the Jagged Brotherhood for your help.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “My brothers and I will do our best to help you, because we are connected to 

each other. Let’s talk about what to do now. I don’t think you can kill Sara. After all, he is your relative, a 

noble spirit. We can’t kill them all, if they are willing to help you, they can still stay, right.” 

 

This is a plan agreed by Lu Yang and Algaea in advance. Once Sarah is captured, one will sing red faces 

and the other will sing white faces. Now the commoner elves don’t understand advanced spell release 

methods, nor do they know how to transform druids. The technique, this can only be taught by the 

noble elves. 

 

One more thing, the next time the red moon night arrives, if you want to capture the noble elves and 

save batches of civilian elves, you really have to be assisted by Sarah. 

 

“Yes, you can’t kill me. If the envoy of the Moon God can’t see me, he will definitely not send more 

civilian elves, then your Shadow Moon elves can’t grow.” Sara seemed to find one in a panic. Like a life-

saving straw, he knelt in front of Algaea, crying and begging. 

 

Algaea looked down at Sara with cold eyes and said, “Are you really willing to help me?” 

 

“Really, we are relatives, and I also believe in the Old Moon God. From now on, as long as you need it, I 

will help.” Sara said respectfully. 

 

“But how do I trust you?” Algaea looked at Sara with interest, and said, “You are Tier 4, and I am Tier 3. 

If you wait for Your Excellency Lu Yang and the generals of the Jagged Brotherhood to leave, I I can’t 

beat you.” 

 



Lu Yang’s chest squirmed, and a vine of the Three-Eyed Magic Flower penetrated into Sara’s body, and 

then quickly withdrew into Lu Yang’s body. 

 

“What, what is this? What’s wrong with me?” Sara asked in confusion. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The three-eyed magic flower that just appeared. The thing that is planted in your body is 

called the heart-eclipsing seed. It will crawl to the position of your heart and absorb the energy in your 

body gradually. If you dare to gather any Energy, the heart-eclipsing seed will quickly grow into the 

heart-eclipsing flower, swallowing you clean from the inside out.” 

 

“Why do you have the Three-Eyed Demon Flower?!” Sara was completely desperate. She knew how 

terrifying the Three-Eyed Demon Flower was. Spell control, she has no chance to escape in this life. 

 

Lu Yang smiled without saying a word. 

 

Algaea said: “Now, we invite our respected Ms. Sara to return to the palace to cultivate. From now on, 

you and I will be the masters of Baishan City.” 

 

Sara was vacantly supported by the two civilian elves. Now she dared not use any energy. As she walked 

back, she suddenly looked back and looked at Algaea and said, “Promise me, don’t kill them, I I don’t 

want the blood of the elves on the hands of the elves.” 

 

“Of course, I have found a good place for them.” Algaea’s eyes were extremely cold. 

 

Sarah is gone, there is only this she can do, and the rest is resignation. In the square, Algaea looked back 

at the tens of thousands of civilian elves and exclaimed excitedly: “We are free~!” 

 

“Freedom~!” 

 

… 

 



All the civilian elves shouted frantically. They were suppressed for too long, and finally they could 

release what they thought. After the cheers, the faces of these civilian elves showed uncontrollable 

anger. 

 

“Kill those noble elves.” 

 

“Vengeance for the civilian elves who were killed by them.” 

 

“My brother, you killed the noble elves. I will kill the enemy.” 

 

… 

 

These elves rushed to Algaea and cried. For a while, the entire Baishan City was filled with sounds of 

killing the noble elves. 

 

Algaea raised his hands to signal to these people to be calm. He said loudly: “The old moon **** once 

had a will. The elves can’t kill each other. We believe in the old moon **** and we can’t go against his 

will.” 

 

The crying faces of tens of thousands of commoner elves showed a dazed look, and Boll roared 

excitedly: “Leader, is our brother dead for nothing? Don’t those noble elves need to pay?” 

 

“Of course there is a price to pay. The old gods won’t let me kill them, but I want them to die!” Algaea 

was more angry than anyone else. How many brothers were killed to protect him, he couldn’t wait to 

slaughter all the nobles. Elves. 

 

But he can’t use this hand. There will be more noble elves and commoner elves coming. Not every new 

commoner elves can accept Algaea’s approach. They will think Algaea is a tyrant, so he He made a deal 

with Lu Yang and said loudly, “I will send all the noble elves to the arena of humans, and let these **** 

**** fight high-level beasts. You choose who the opponent is for each enemy. What do you think of this 

punishment?” 

 

“Good~!” 



 

“Agree~!” 

 

“Just do it, it’s too cheap to kill them with a single knife, we want them to die than to live~!” 

 

… 

 

Boll was the first to yell, and immediately followed the other elves to react, yelling for them to go to the 

Colosseum, how much they suffered at the house of the noble elves, how many **** orders they heard 

on the battlefield, and now they are just like that. Killed, the civilian elves also felt too cheap for them. If 

they were sent to the Colosseum, they felt it would be nice to take revenge. 

 

Algaea looked at all this with satisfaction, turned back to Lu Yang, and said with admiration in his eyes: 

“Thank you, for helping me again.” 

 

This kind of scheme was not something Algaea could think of. It was taught by Lu Yang. It was easy to kill 

and difficult to gather people’s hearts. The commoner elves who followed him now knew why he did 

this to the noble elves, but if the commoner elves who came later didn’t suffer too much. The bullying 

and hurting would not accept Algaea’s slaughter of noble elves like this. After a hundred years, Algaea 

would be labeled as a tyrant instead. 

 

Now there is no such problem. These noble elves live in the Colosseum for an extra day. The commoner 

elves who follow will know the evils of the noble elves. Anyone who can survive a hundred Colosseum 

wars are still willing to survive. Those who have written a book of repentance and confessed can still be 

returned to the elves. In this way, both the commoner elves following Algaea or the commoner elves 

who will come later can accept it. Algaea heard this method and immediately adopted it. At the same 

time, his worship of Lu Yang has reached a new height. 

 

Lu Yang smiled at Algaea and said, “You are born a leader, but you have too little experience of being 

suppressed. Work hard, and you will lead the Shadow Moon Elf to find a path that belongs to you.” 

 

Algaea nodded fiercely. At this time, he was also full of confidence and said: “Please take a rest in the Elf 

Palace. I will take care of the family affairs and discuss with you in detail.” 

 



“Go.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Algaea turned and left. Lu Yang looked at his back with more satisfaction. Although he had not been in 

contact with Algaea much, he could feel that Algaea was a real young man, not so much in his head. 

Many conspiracies and tricks are more sincere to people, otherwise he will not be supported by so many 

people. He is now cultivating Algaea like cultivating muddy wine and others. He hopes that there will be 

more foreign races such as sea monsters. Clan, like the Harpy, is always loyal to humans. 

 

Zhuojiu brought the Beast God Blood Warrior Legion and the Holy Light Knights to Lu Yang’s side, and 

respectfully said: “Boss, brothers’ battle damage has been counted. No one was killed or injured.” 

 

Because Dilas took away 300 Tier 3 Archmages, the Beast God Blood Warrior Legion and the Holy Light 

Knights fought almost at a ratio of 5 to 1. In front, they were good at recovering, even if they were 

injured, when the battle was over, the wounds healed. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the 700 people in a neat line with satisfaction, and said with a smile: “Everyone did a 

good job. I will reward you again when I look back. Now we are divided into three teams and are on 

guard.” 

 

“Yes.” Replied in a loud voice, took someone to arrange a vigilance mission. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the people around Zhuojiu, White Lion and others, and said: “Let’s go in and have a 

good chat with this Sara. Just now I saved her face in front of so many elves. Now is the real torture 

session.” 

 

“Let me come.” Devil energy appeared in Zhou Tianming’s hands. 

 

Lu Yang smiled coldly and said, “Good idea.” 

 

Several people walked into the palace with Lu Yang. They all knew that if there was no uprising led by 

Algaea, the Jagged Brotherhood and even the entire East China Sea would be in crisis. 

 



The most likely thing is that Lu Yang led the crowd to attack the six races before the red moon night 

arrives. Xia Yuwei’s Void Warrior Legion will desperately smash the six races’ space-time stabilizers, but 

no one knows how many brothers will die. If it fails, as soon as the red moon night arrives, more than 

600,000 warriors from different worlds arrive, and the six races unite to attack. The result is that tens of 

millions of people in the East China Sea retreat to the imperial capital, and the iron brothers fight to 

intercept. 

 

When that happens, they don’t know how many people will live in the end. Therefore, they all cherish 

this hard-won opportunity. Facing Sara, they will never distinguish whether he surrenders or whether 

the enemy is a man or a woman. of. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2326: Convinced Sara 

  

Inside the main hall of the palace. 

 

The original cyan marble floor and beige beautiful walls are now covered with the corpses of noble elves 

and bright red blood. In some places, the blood has solidified and even turned dark brown. 

 

Sara sat blankly on the cane seat belonging to her patriarch, staring blankly at the corpse of Dido, until 

now, she understood the whole story. 

 

Dido’s death is entirely a conspiracy between Algaea and humans. In the space-time rift zone, Dido must 

have been led away from the large army by Algaea, and then died after being attacked by the three-

eyed magic flower. 

 

“Damn humans, **** humans.” Sarah’s heart was full of anger. She hated humans for killing Dido. She 

hated herself for not waiting to balance the differences between commoner elves and noble elves. She 

failed the elf queen’s expectations of her. . 

 



“What should I do? What should I do? Moon God, can you show me the way?” Sara muttered to herself 

in a low voice. Now she can’t do anything. She has tried it, but she will use a little bit of it. Magic power, 

the heart eroding seed will expand her heart blood vessels, and now she really has no magic power at 

all. 

 

“when” 

 

“when” 

 

“when” 

 

… 

 

At the gate of the palace, Lu Yang walked in with the four people of turbid wine, white lion, Zhou 

Tianming, and a half-life of bitter love, and looked at the weak and weak Sara on the seat. They did not 

have the slightest pity on their faces, because they Knowing that the soft end will be exactly the same as 

Sara in front of him. 

 

Lu Yang walked to Sarah, smiled and said, “His Royal Highness, let’s talk about the follow-up 

cooperation.” 

 

“Female, queen?” Sarah frowned and looked at Lu Yang with surprise, and asked, “What do you mean?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “All the elves who come to the human world will treat you as the queen in the future. You 

will lead them to find the heart of the old god. If you still believe in the old god, you should work hard to 

find her. She is resurrected, right?” 

 

Sarah studied with the queen all year round, and she understood the meaning of Lu Yang’s words 

naturally, and said with a cold snort, “Why should I believe you? What if you use us and destroy us 

again?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Give me a reason to kill you.” 

 



Sara was stunned, she couldn’t find it! 

 

If Dido wanted to kill humans and let the Moon God send a more powerful race to the human world 

when Dido was there, Sarah had no such idea. 

 

Different from the races of some fanatics, the elves also have a trace of rationality. They formed a 

monarchy system. The first thing they thought of was to control their race and then serve the Moon 

God. 

 

The elves today are completely on the verge of collapse. Algaea’s rebellion is just the tip of the iceberg 

of the elves. A greater crisis has accumulated for too long and too long, and a full-scale civil war may be 

triggered at any time. 

 

If the population of the noble elves is large, they can still win by relying on the advantages of spells, but 

the population of the noble elves only accounts for 1% of the total population of the elves. 

 

If this confrontation between the nobles and the common people continues to cause more and more 

rebellions, the elves in a different world may be exterminated by other races. 

 

Because the life of the elves is long, the longest can reach a thousand years, they have seen more of the 

extinct races, how miserable it is for the remaining people to wander outside. The elven queen does not 

want her race to become like that, so she pretends to ask, Paisala Bringing the elves to the earth, trying 

to remedy the problems in the middle, it was only Dido deliberately sabotaging Sara’s plan that led to 

today’s situation. 

 

If Lu Yang is willing to let the elves live on the earth, Sara suddenly feels that all the pressure has 

disappeared. The only problem is how to make up for the problem of getting along between the noble 

elves and the commoner elves. 

 

Sara looked at Lu Yang and asked tentatively, “Do you have a way to solve the internal conflicts of our 

race?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The current situation is that after the red moon night, all the new aristocratic elves will 

definitely be caught by Algaea. They will either be killed or thrown to me. If you don’t want the race to 



become like this, just admit it. The shadow moon elves are a new elven race, and you are their queen, 

creating a new promotion mechanism so that the civilians in the shadow moon elves can also be 

promoted.” 

 

Sara frowned and said, “But the new nobles among the Shadowmoon Elves will still enslaves the 

commoner elves, and they still haven’t solved the fundamental problem.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “There are five races around you, why can’t they be slaves? Anyway, when the 

red moon night is over, your elves and the other five races will also become mortal enemies. Help me kill 

them this time. , The clansmen of the five races caught are the slaves of your Shadowmoon Elf nobles.” 

 

Sara’s frowning brows gradually dispersed. He didn’t think about this plan, but she couldn’t beat the five 

races before. If she really cooperates with humans, the problem of high and low within the elves is 

indeed hundreds or even thousands of years. It can be resolved within a year. 

 

“But the strongest of the elves can only be promoted to the lord level and cannot have stronger 

strength. If we enslaved other races like this, we are bound to be coveted by stronger races?” Sara 

frowned and asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Why can’t you break through the fifth rank? If you can resurrect the old moon 

god, with your credit, how could the old moon **** not help you improve your bloodline power and 

have the ability to advance to the sixth and seventh ranks? Woolen cloth?” 

 

Sarah’s eyes lighted up, and she stared at Lu Yang and said, “Are you really willing to help us instead of 

using us as cannon fodder?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “After you listen to my plan, you will know what I take you for.” 

 

Sitting in front of Sarah, he talked about the plan of cooperating between humans and the elves to 

eliminate the other five races. 

 

The most important part of this plan is the rebellion of the Elves. After the red moon night, the six races 

will definitely attack the East China Sea. As long as they enter the area of Dan City, the Elves will send 

envoys to the Hasta and the Ogres. Ask for help, claiming that the three tribes were attacked by the 



other three tribes when they were attacking humans, and they led the reinforcements of the Ogre and 

Hasta tribes to attack the Rockman, Troll and Necromancer tribe. 

 

The reinforcements of the two clans attacked at night, which would surely cause misunderstandings 

among the rock men. Once the reinforcements were killed, the elves would tell the Hasta and the ogres 

that the battle between the two would break out completely. 

 

Once such a situation occurs, Lu Yang will send Xia Yuwei’s Void Warrior Legion to steal the space-time 

stabilizers of the six races, and solve the problem of the reinforcements of these six races from the root. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Sara and said, “At this time, your six races are almost dead, but all the dying warriors 

of your elves will be cured by the Holy Light of my Paladin Legion, as long as they are not killed by a 

single blow. You can get it back if you have a broken arm. So, it means that most of the other five races 

died in battle. Only your race is still full.” 

 

Sarah’s eyes were already full of energy at this time, staring at Lu Yang excitedly and said, “How did you 

come up with such a method?” 

 

The six races are of equal strength, and they have been playing hard in three years. Sarah tried to break 

her head and couldn’t figure out a way, but now she was solved by Lu Yang so easily. She already 

worshiped Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and said, “It’s just a little trick, don’t worry about it, how about it, are you willing to 

cooperate this time?” 

 

Sara stood up and bowed respectfully to Lu Yang, and said, “It’s not just cooperation. In the future, Sara 

is willing to follow the command of East Sea Commander Lu Yang. Our elves and humans will live and die 

together.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction, stretched out his hand and said, “Happy cooperation~!” 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 2327: 5 the price of arrogance 

  

Latest URL: Late at night. 

 

After Algaea had dealt with the noble elves and comforted the commoner elves, he quickly walked 

towards the elven palace on the mountainside. At this time, his heart was already a little bit intolerable. 

 

After all, Sara is his sister. She has not been murdered for so many years. If she is handed over to the 

human side, she will definitely be tortured to extract a confession. He is a little worried that Sara can not 

bear it, and the depths of his heart are still moved. heart of. 

 

He was thinking about whether he wanted to intercede for Sarah, and what he would say along the way, 

but when he entered the palace, he saw Lu Yang, Sarah, Zhuojiu, and the white lion sitting around and 

enjoying themselves. Good wine and food. 

 

“Your Excellency Luyang, what’s going on?” Algaea’s first reaction was that Lu Yang was instigated by 

Sarah, and his hands had already been squeezed towards the horn behind him. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and said, “Don’t think too much, your sister has completely committed to us, and she is 

now a Shadowmoon Elf just like you.” 

 

Algaea looked at Sara in confusion, and asked in disbelief: “Would you like to admit the Shadow Moon 

Elf?” 

 

“It’s not a confession, it’s joining.” Sarah’s eyes were bright, she stood up and walked to Algaea’s face, 

stroking his face, and said: “Thank you, if I had known your thoughts. Resurrect the old **** and let our 

race have stronger power. I will help you.” 

 

Algaea couldn’t react, and asked: “Why, why?” 

 



Sarah smiled and said: “Our elves have a long life, often counted in thousands of years, and we are 

known as a race of wisdom, so we have our own civilization and history. 

 

The queen asked us to recite these histories back then, but you didn’t memorize them for fun, do you 

know? In ancient times, our race was very powerful, possessing its own magic and divine arts, but it was 

later defeated and had to take refuge in other **** races. 

 

According to the oldest historical records, we did not believe in the Moon God at the beginning, and 

counted as our predecessor. There are 12 deities we have believed in. Therefore, our belief is based on 

race first and then god. Every elf queen and elf king belonged to Responsibility is to find ways to make 

the race multiply and grow. 

 

The New Moon God is very strong, but his methods can’t make our race grow. I am willing to work with 

you to find the Old Moon God in exchange for more powerful spells and promotion methods he taught 

us. This is my next elf. Responsibilities and responsibilities of the queen. ” 

 

Algaea only realized this, but he was still a little skeptical, and asked: “Then what will you do with the 

noble elves that are caught now and every batch of noble elves that will come in the future?” 

 

Sarah had a sharp look in her eyes, and said, “Whoever is willing to help us stay, leave everything to Lu 

Yang who is unwilling.” 

 

Algaea could feel Sara’s sincerity, embraced her with excitement, and leaned her head on her shoulders 

and wept bitterly. After so many years, he finally has a family. 

 

Lu Yang, Zhuo Jiu and others smiled at the scene and nodded. This is the perfect ending. Now the elves 

are all willing to fight with humans. Humans are no longer alone, but have a huge A race that is stronger 

than them is protected by the side. 

 

“Congratulations to the two of you for resolving the happy knot, but can we separate first, we have to 

go.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

There are spies from five races outside the city. This time the caravan of the Jagged Brothers has left 

later than any previous time. If the delay continues, no one knows what the other five races will think. 



 

“I almost forgot.” Algaea hurriedly left Sarah’s embrace, looking at Lu Yang a little shyly, and said: “All 

the noble elves have been escorted into the car, and the convoy can leave at any time.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I will leave with the convoy. Your high-level combat power has been worn out. To prevent 

accidents, I will leave the Beastblood Warrior Legion and the bitter love for half a lifetime, and I will send 

more three in the future. The rank legion is here to ensure your safety.” 

 

“Thank you, Lu Yang,” Algaea said gratefully. 

 

“That’s a good name. You can call me that in the future.” Lu Yang smiled and patted him on the 

shoulder. He took the muddy wine and the white lion down the mountain, walking in the city of the 

elves, and saw their elves. , Bowed and thanked them one after another. 

 

All the way to the gate of the city, the convoy was ready to set off. Xue Renyi was waiting in front of the 

last car, and all the fire lions were resting quietly at the gate of the city. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the turbid wine and 200 holy light knights, and said, “put on the robe again, the road 

is not peaceful, so be ready for battle at any time.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu nodded with a serious expression and waved his hand. Like him, the 200 holy light knights 

put on the white holy light mage robes again, hiding their armor and sharp weapons inside. Raise the 

red flag that represents trade, just as it did when it came. 

 

Xue Renyi respectfully said to Lu Yang: “Boss, we will definitely be interrogated by the other five races 

after we leave the Fairy City. The car is full of noble elves, so it’s not easy to get past.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Whoever dares to check us this time, we will take those who are. There are so 

many noble elves in the Colosseum. It’s boring to have people of several other races to attract more 

audiences. ” 

 

Xue Renyi’s eyes lighted up and said, “I’m going to drive, boss, please.” 

 



Everyone laughed. Obviously, everyone hoped that the race in the Colosseum would be richer, so that 

the fun would be a little bit more fun. 

 

Xue Renyi took Lu Yang and Zhuojiu, Baishi and others into the first car at the front. Although there was 

a second row in the cab of the transporter, it was not spacious, but Lu Yang and Zhuojiu and Baishi A few 

huddled together but feel more comfortable. 

 

A group of elves rode on their horses to lead the way, and the convoy followed them, slowly moving 

forward out of the mist. 

 

… 

 

The other side. 

 

10 kilometers away from the fog, the five races of warriors, ogres, halata, undead, trolls, and golems, 

stood on the only way for the convoy to return. 

 

“This thing is absolutely weird.” Mirota, the captain of the Halata sentinel force, said to Nunara, the 

captain of the ogre around him. 

 

Nunara’s huge body squatted on the ground at this time and nodded constantly, saying, “Their convoy 

must be checked today.” 

 

“Yes, but I don’t know if they are willing to cooperate, don’t just let us be evil people.” Mirota said 

sarcastically to the dead, trolls and golems. 

 

The number of sentries on each side is 50. It is not easy for one or two races to stop the convoy. At the 

same time, they are worried that other races will take the opportunity to make friends with humans, 

and the race that stopped the convoy will become hostile to humans. 

 

“This kind of thing can be done by the two of you.” The troll clan sentry captain’s blood card said with a 

sneer in both hands with a short axe. 

 



“You say it again.” Mirota furiously. 

 

“What do you want?” Xueka sneered. 

 

The soldiers standing behind the two sides quickly raised their weapons to prepare for the battle. The 

three-year war left only hatred in the eyes of both sides. 

 

Cadick, captain of the deadly sentinel, and Nunara, captain of the ogre sentinel, stopped Nunara and the 

blood card beside him at the same time to prevent the conflict from escalating further. 

 

Kadik is a soul body, wearing a blue linen robe and holding a blood-red sickle. His voice is very weird. In 

matters, our actions must be highly consistent, otherwise we will betray our respective gods.” 

 

“That’s reasonable, listen to you.” Nunala said. 

 

Soldiers of the five races put down their weapons and continued to guard. 

 

“Gah~!” 

 

“Huh~!” 

 

… 

 

Several weird calls came from the air, and a few strange birds landed on the arms of the sentinel 

captains of the five races. After a few whispers, the five sentinel captains looked at each other one after 

another and raised their arms and shouted: “Do Ready to fight, our friend is here.” 

 

Two hundred and fifty warriors of various ethnic groups lined up in the middle of the road, blocking the 

road section, and it didn’t take long for the sound of cars to be heard in the distance. 

 



The five sentinel captains showed excitement. They had already figured out how to interrogate humans 

and even abuse humans, but at this moment, a dark shadow appeared next to the necromantic sentry 

captain Kadyk. 

 

Zhou Tian was obviously born, put his right arm around Cadick’s shoulder, and said: “In such a hurry to 

die, I will fulfill you.” 

 

Black light flickered on Zhou Tianming’s right arm. Cadick fainted on the ground before he could react. 

At this time, the other sentry captains and the sentry saw Zhou Tianming. 

 

“How, how is it possible?” 

 

“Tier 4? This is the power of Tier 4!” 

 

“Run, everyone, hurry up…” The Hasta Sentinel Captain didn’t wait to speak. Zhou Tianming’s body was 

covered with black light, and the other four Sentinel Captains were hit by the black light and fainted to 

death on the ground. 

 

The sentinels of the five races were blinded, and just about to flee in all directions, the White Lion 

appeared behind them with Tier 4 coercion, and the Divine Light appeared in front of them. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

A dragon roar appeared above their heads, Hong Ye roared and breathed out the fourth-order dragon’s 

breath, and the terrifying and hot flames horrified the soldiers of the five races. 

 

“Surrender, or die!” Lu Yang Gaosheng said. 

 

The 250 warriors looked at each other and threw down their weapons one after another. They were 

only at the top of Tier 2, where could they have the courage to fight Tier 4? 

 



Lu Yang was very satisfied with the current affairs of these soldiers.  and other distant fire lion army ran 

over and said loudly: “Seal their magic power, remove their arms, throw them in the car and take them 

back. ” 

 

“Yes.” The 200 soldiers of the Holy Light Knights responded in unison, riding a fire lion to the soldiers of 

all races, skillfully sealing their magic with the Holy Light, removing their arm joints, and throwing them 

into the fire. On the back of the lion, he brought it back to the last few cars of the convoy. 

 

“Let’s go back.” Lu Yang said loudly. 

 

Zhou Tianming, Zhuo Jiu and Bai Shi each nodded, and as Lu Yang returned to the car, the group 

continued to squeeze in the transport car to return. 

 

With these enemies, Lu Yang is relieved. He will hold a grand gladiatorial competition before the red 

moon night to let the captured orcs, sigmos, noble elves, Halata tribes, golems, and trolls. , Ogre, 

Undead and other races fight a battle. 

 

On the one hand, it is collecting data. On the other hand, it is to let all the people of the East China Sea 

know how impressive they have achieved. When the red moon night comes again, no one will think that 

the red moon night is a danger, on the contrary, they think it is their fortune. Or the opportunity to 

watch a theater. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2328: Fooled 

  

Latest website: three o’clock in the afternoon. 

 

On the concave-shaped hilltop of the Shekou defensive position, countless soldiers and people gathered 

on it to watch the convoy gradually approaching in the distance. 

 



In the early morning, all the people of the East China Sea had already received the news that the 

warriors who had gone out of the Jagged Brotherhood had arrested a group of elves, trolls, golems and 

other strange creatures of different worlds. 

 

The people living in the Shekou area and defensive soldiers rushed to the top of the mountain to wait. 

They wanted to take photos as soon as possible and pass the news to the Donghai Underground City and 

the two new cities outside. 

 

Soon, the convoy entered the gate of Shekou. In the back part of the transport vehicles, the huge rock 

tribe warriors had their arms unloaded and lay in them constantly wailing. 

 

The faces of the warriors of the troll tribe were full of hideousness, even if they were caught, they were 

unwilling to be watched by ordinary people, and they kept roaring at the human beings on the top of 

the mountain in anger. 

 

The beak and horned appearance of the Harata tribe surprised all human beings. They didn’t expect 

people to grow like this. 

 

“Undead, I actually saw the undead race, there really is such a thing in this world.” 

 

“The races in this different world are not good either, let us warriors who learn spells later behave like 

this.” 

 

“Isn’t it, I thought how strong the people from another world are, and the only thing they can transmit 

together is this waste.” 

 

“In this way, we humans can rebuild our homeland.” 

 

… 

 

People watching on the mountain, their attitude towards different world races changed from fear at the 

beginning to interest. For a while, countless people with mobile phones took out their phones to take 

photos and post them on the virtual network. 



 

Sitting in the car, Lu Yang listened to the cheers of the people on both sides of the mountain. He knew 

the attitude of the people in the East China Sea had changed. He knew it was time to enter the next 

wave of encouragement. 

 

“Tell everyone, at 10 o’clock tomorrow morning, the arena will start fighting.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu picked up the intercom and began to broadcast. 

 

It has been half a month since the last battle in the arena. Everyone is waiting for the arrival of this 

grand event. Now so many new creatures have emerged. In an instant, everyone rushed to tell each 

other. 

 

Humans in the dungeon and the two main cities outside were grabbing tickets on the Internet. An arena 

with a capacity of 40,000 people sold out in an instant. 

 

Those who bought it cheered with excitement. Those who didn’t buy it were downcast and could only 

watch the live broadcast in various squares tomorrow morning. Now the electrical equipment and lines 

in the two new cities are gradually recovering. There is still a big screen for people to watch in the 

square. 

 

Lu Yang led the convoy into Shekou without stopping, and continued to drive towards the dungeon. 

After going around the main road of the two new cities, he stayed at the foot of the dungeon for an 

hour. Then, the convoy drove to the arena. , Lu Yang returned home. 

 

It has been a long time since he and his parents and Shen Mengyao have seen each other. There was no 

solution to the problem of the Six Cities of the Alien Race. Lu Yang could only train desperately to 

improve his strength. Now that he can finally defeat the Six Races, he can also go home and spend time 

with his family. . 

 

The same goes for Zhuojiu, Baishi and others, each returning home to rest peacefully for a night, 

celebrating with their families that they are all alive. 

 



By the early morning of the next day, Shen Mengyao personally put on Lu Yang’s robe, and said firmly: “I 

am at home waiting for you to come back.” 

 

“Yeah.” Lu Yang stroked Shen Mengyao’s cheek without saying too much. The two of them had already 

communicated with each other. He kissed Shen Mengyao on the forehead, flicked his robe, and walked 

out of the door. Now he is the one who is fighting again. The flame demon of the world. 

 

… 

 

Inside the Colosseum. 

 

More than 40,000 spectators have already been seated, and eight huge screens are in the sky above the 

arena, on which are scrolling to show the gladiators participating in the Colosseum game today. 

 

The host Du Bin cheered loudly with his unique voice: “The eighth warrior who entered is a warrior from 

the troll clan, the second-order peak of strength. Let us take a closer look at his muscle condition, wow, 

What a perfect fighter, there is no trace of fat on his body, and his whole body is full of muscles. 

 

Let us look at his opponent, the Tier 3 Tiger King. The terrifying Tiger King Zebra, who killed two orcs in a 

row in the previous battle, I have a hunch. Today, Zebra and the troll warrior will be a difficult problem 

to solve. The battle of points. ” 

 

… 

 

Every word of Du Bin aroused cheers from the audience. At the same time, millions of spectators 

cheered loudly in the underground city and the squares of the two new cities. 

 

However, there are still some people who don’t like fighting. Just when they wanted to leave, Du Bin 

suddenly yelled: “Next, is the welfare link. Let us invite beautiful Elf warriors, too. Miss Mina of the 

noble elves and her team of noble elves and wizards, present a dance for all of us.” 

 

“Noble Elf?” 

 



“Dance?” 

 

… 

 

Everyone was curious now. Yesterday’s news reported about the elves, which surprised everyone. 

 

They had only seen creatures like elves in movies, but they had never seen real people, let alone 

aristocratic elves. For a while, everyone’s eyes were locked on the big screen. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

The dance music in the arena rang. Mina, the deputy head of the noble elves and wizards, walked in the 

front in an exposed dress, and the 20 noble elves and wizards behind her dressed like her. After arriving 

in the middle of the venue, she started. dance to tune. 

 

Mina looked at the audience around her, her eyes were already flooded with mist. Once upon a time, 

noble elves like her would have fallen to this point. They not only had to dance but also participated in 

gladiatorial fights, otherwise they would be thrown into orc slaves. Inside the prison. 

 

Recalling the tragic situation of several sisters entering, Mina danced more intensely, for fear of 

offending human beings and being thrown in. 

 

After a dance, it lasted for more than half an hour. Almost everyone was bewildered by the beauty and 

dance style of the noble elves. The beauty of the noble elves was the kind of pure natural beauty. They 

had fair skin, tall stature and appearance. It is even more unmatched, but it still has a strong skill, if it is 

not too arrogant, it is almost impeccable. 

 

“Hey, what a beautiful race, how can it be an enemy of humans?” 

 

“That’s it, is there any way to buy them? It’s not bad to keep them at home.” 

 



“Haha, the beauty of thinking, the boss of Lu Yang has to make these elves pay the price for attacking 

humans before they can do so.” 

 

… 

 

For a while, the audience on the spot and the off-site audience were discussing with emotion, but 

before their discussion was over, a dragon roar in the sky interrupted everyone’s thoughts. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The red night of Tier 4 turned into a hundred-meter-long red dragon, flapping its wings and flying over 

from the distant sky. After circling two times above the arena, it slowly fell towards the center of the 

arena. 

 

“It’s Lu Yang boss.” 

 

“Hero of the East China Sea.” 

 

“Boss~!” 

 

… 

 

Forty thousand people cheered for him. Almost everyone looked at Lu Yang in a state of madness. This 

kind of fanatical worship made Mina who was leaving the scene couldn’t help but exclaim, “God is 

nothing but that.” 

 

The center of the arena. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the back of the dragon and looked around the audience in the Colosseum. He saw 

confidence and courage from these people, and nodded in satisfaction. 

 



“Brothers and sisters of the East China Sea, as well as the old man and children, today I want to tell you 

a good news, that is, we humans have already won a huge victory against the races of another world. 

The first battle last night, the six races In the big defeat, we killed countless soldiers, and those who 

were caught were captured.” Lu Yang’s tone was extremely high. 

 

There were cheers in the hall. 

 

Lu Yang raised his hand to signal everyone to be quiet. He went on to say: “Now I announce an order. I 

will catch too many foreign races in the future. There is no place to deal with them. All those who have 

made outstanding contributions to the city can reward the male and female noble elves to become 

theirs. Servant, this order is valid forever.” 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

Millions of people on and off the field were crazy. Also crazy were the last few spies hiding in the East 

China Sea. One of them took out a cell phone and sent a message to the old man Twilight, saying: 

“Mankind has captured a large number of six race fighters. ” 

 

Outside the city of the dead. 

 

The late old man was anxiously awaiting news of the spy. The disappearance of the 50 dead human 

sentinels outside the city of Baishan has not yet been investigated. This caused the necromantic general 

to be furious, and he was preparing to take the soldiers to Baishan City to discuss an explanation. 

 

Now that he saw this news, the late old man breathed a sigh of relief and hurried to the city, reporting 

to Agunanhui: “The missing soldiers have been found. They are all on the human side. Lu Yang hijacked 

them.” 

 

“Lu Yang?” Agunan frowned and asked, “What did Lu Yang kidnap them for?” 

 

The old man Twilight respectfully said: “Seeing that there are noble elves in the captured race, it is very 

likely that there is a problem with the transaction between the humans and the elves. I think you should 

go there in person.” 

 



“Is this human being stupid? It’s going to be Red Moon Night. He doesn’t want to divide us and promote 

our unity. Is Lu Yang not enough here?” Agunan asked sarcastically, pointing to his head. 

 

The old man Chi Mu shook his head and said, “Lu Yang is very smart, but he shouldn’t be able to predict 

when the Red Moon Night will arrive. You should go there in person and ask Sara what is going on.” 

 

“It makes sense.” A Gunan smiled at the corner of his mouth, snapped his fingers, and a skeleton war 

horse appeared. A Gunan mounted the war horse and ran out of the city. 

 

The old man twilight also turned into a skeleton war horse. When he ran out, behind Agunan, hundreds 

of skeleton warriors riding skeleton war horses had gathered behind him, braving strange flames to 

follow him to the direction of Baishan City. 

 

The other side. 

 

Under a big tree outside of Baishan City, the chief of the Halata clan and the chief of the ogre were 

talking to Sara, and the two were also here for the disappearance of their subordinates. 

 

Sarah clutched her forehead and said helplessly: “Those **** clever humans, originally I wanted to use 

them to help us deal with the city of the Dead, but I didn’t expect them to be fooled at all. This is the last 

trade. They went out and never came back. I guess the same is true of your people.” 

 

The ogre clan chief asked: “Who of you is missing?” 

 

Sarah said angrily: “Mina, the deputy commander of the Archmage regiment of our noble elves, **** it, 

now the clan is asking us to attack humans, I am not strong enough, what do you think?” 

 

The chief of the ogre clan and the chief of the Halata clan originally had a slight suspicion of Sara, but 

when they heard that the noble elves had been taken away, they both believed it, and allowed them to 

send troops, but they hesitated. 

 

Just when the two of them didn’t know how to reply, Agunan, the chief of the dead clan, ran over from a 

distance, and Sara and the others were very annoyed by the breath of undead coming over. 



 

“Agunan, do you want to go to war?” Sara asked furiously. 

 

The chief of the ogre clan and the chief of the Halata clan stood in front of Sarah at the same time in a 

fighting stance, and Agunan laughed in the distance. 

 

“Stay in place~!” 

 

Agunan issued an order, and the undead warriors behind him strangled their horses. Only he and the 

late old man came to Sara and the others at a distance of 10 meters. 

 

Agunan jumped off the horse and walked proudly in front of the three Sarah and said: “I’m not here to 

start a war, let alone to inquire about crimes, but to tell the noble Miss Sara, your human friend is 

making the noble elves. Miss Anna is dancing in the Colosseum in her exposed dress. Tens of millions of 

humans on  are watching her dance. Humans are really your good friends.” 

 

“Bang~!” Sarah punched the tree trunk with anger, staring at Agunan and said: “Then you are here to 

laugh?” 

 

“Of course not.” Agunan was even happier, with a sardonic smile on his lips, and said: “I’m here to form 

an alliance. A few days later, it will be Red Moon Night. How about we gather all the legions and attack 

humans once?” 

 

“Agree.” Sarah said with a gloomy look in her eyes. 

 

This is the first time that the ogre clan chief and the Harata clan chief have seen Sara have such eyes, but 

they can understand how noble the noble elves in the elves are, and Mina is still noble elves. Inside, the 

deputy head of the Elf Mage group, such noble people were thrown into the Colosseum to perform an 

exposed dance, and even they were angry for Sara. At this time, they had no doubts about Sara. 

 

“We also agree to form an alliance.” The chief of the ogre clan and the chief of the Halata clan said at 

the same time. 

 



“We also agree to form an alliance.” There were two low roars in the distance. It was the chief of the 

rock clan and the chief of the troll clan. They received a letter from Agunan’s necromancer halfway 

along the way. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2329: Target Lord 

  

Latest website: The dead bird has an image function. Therefore, the head of the rock clan and the head 

of the troll clan have seen the tragic state of Mina dancing in front of tens of thousands of people. 

 

The two of them actually came here to gloat. They all know that the most intolerable thing for the elves 

is that the noble elves are harmed, not to mention insults. 

 

The so-called alliance is just for the elves to be the main attacker, so that they can have no worries, but 

after the death battle between the elves and the human race is over, it is time for the death battle 

between the six races. 

 

Sara knows this very well, looking at the ugly faces of the three of Agunan, she sneered and said, “I know 

what you are thinking. The clan attacked together.” 

 

“Of course.” Agunan looked indifferent. He knew that Sarah was pretending, and when he was on the 

battlefield, other noble elves would force Sarah to go to war. 

 

“I will contact you again after the red moon night, and I won’t be far away.” Sara pretending to be angry, 

flicked her long sleeves, and turned away with the guard. 

 

The three of Agunan looked at Sara’s back with sneers on their faces. When they looked at the chiefs of 

the Halata and the ogres, they also showed sarcasm and turned and left. 

 



The patriarch of the Halata and the ogre sighed secretly. They knew how much influence this incident 

had on the elves, and even affected both of them, but they had no way to persuade Sara, after all, it 

belonged to the noble elves. The deputy commander of the mage regiment, both of them shook their 

heads and returned to their respective cities. 

 

The patriarchs of the five clans thought that Sara was in an extremely bad mood, but they didn’t know 

that Sara, who walked into the mist, sneered at the corner of her mouth, and said to Algaea, who was 

disguised as the captain of the guard behind him, “My acting skills are not bad. ” 

 

“I’m going to inform Lu Yang.” Algaea could see clearly throughout the whole process. He excitedly 

opened the iron ring on his arm, pressed the intercom and said to Lu Yang: “The five races have been 

fooled, we have agreed that Red Moon Night will attack at the same time. ” 

 

… 

 

The other side. 

 

In the arena, Lu Yang is watching the contest between the rock human sentinel and the orc warrior. 

Both sides have no weapons. One is relying on brute force and earth magic, and the other is pure melee 

combat. The two sides fought extremely well, which attracted countless in the arena. People applaud. 

 

Lu Yang heard Algaea’s words and asked, “You were fooled so easily?” 

 

Algaea said: “Agunan’s men are the twilight old man who still has spies in your city. He described in 

detail the dancing gesture of the noble elf Mina and the shouts of people around him. I suspect it is in 

the Colosseum. People.” 

 

“This information is very important.” Lu Yang kept his eyes still, and said to Xue Renyi who was beside 

him with a smile, “There are spies, check the details of these 40,000 people.” 

 

“Yes.” Xue Renyi bowed and left. The details of these 40,000 people were easy to find. Everyone who 

came to live in the East China Sea had all the information fully registered. 

 



Lu Yang went on to say to Algaea: “I’m going to retreat and practice in the near future. Red Moon Night 

will only come out. If there is something to do with the dirty wine.” 

 

“Okay,” Algaea said. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone, and his soul returned to Bandarsberg. In fact, he hadn’t watched the game 

just now. It was his clone sitting there. His body and consciousness have always been in Bandarsberg to 

protect the Blazing Demon and persuade him. That flame tiger of Tier 5 lord level. 

 

After those two months of cruel training in the rift in space, Lu Yang’s body was already on the verge of 

advancement. As long as he merged with the fragments of the Demon God’s Heart in the Flame Tiger’s 

body, he could be directly promoted to the rank of Tier 5 Lord. 

 

The current state of the Flame Tiger is not as good as before. In the past two months, Lu Yang has 

obtained more than 600 demon flame stones. He has made 60 bracelets and puts the fascinated flames 

against the Flame Tiger every day. Now he has completely fallen into it. I can’t extricate myself from the 

psychedelic state. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang’s soul returned to his body, looking at the flame tiger standing in the desert jumping and roaring 

wildly, and asked the blazing demon inside his body, “How’s it going?” 

 

Blazing Demon God angrily cursed: “This **** beast, I entered his psychedelic world to tell him the 

truth, but he resisted desperately and didn’t want to come back. Since he insists on separating my heart 

of the devil, then I will break it. His soul, erase his consciousness.” 

 

Originally, Blazing Demon God thought that since the fragments of the Demon God’s heart turned into 

flame tigers, he would leave his consciousness, because this was also a child of Blazing Demon God. 

 

In the future, when returning to the realm of the King of Gods, the Blazing Demon God will help the 

Flame Tiger’s autonomous consciousness become a god, but now this flame tiger is so ignorant of good 

or bad, the Blazing Demon God can only take care of himself first. 

 



Lu Yang asked, “What should I do?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The White Sun is about to approach. You can use his power to release the 

Yanyang Lock, and my soul will get into the Fragment of Demon God’s Heart.” 

 

Yan Yang Lock, an authentic Tier 5 lord-level spell, Lu Yang’s current strength cannot be used, nor can it 

be combined with the Heart of the Demon God, but, coupled with the high temperature emitted by the 

white sun in Bandarsburg, three The unity of this kind of power can release this kind of terrifying attack 

and control coexisting spell. 

 

In the distant sky, the white sun was slowly approaching, and the getting bigger and bigger sun plunged 

the entire Bandarsburg into a high temperature of more than 4,000 degrees again. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang’s skin turned into magma-like red and black at a speed visible to the naked eye, and flames 

gushed from his body, and he quickly raised the magic power in his body to the limit. When flowing 

through the heart of the devil, the power was doubled. When finally converging on the fingers of his 

right hand, he pointed upwards, and the light from the white sun converged into a straight line and 

poured into the red energy clusters on the tips of his fingers. 

 

“Yanyang Lock” 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the Flaming Tiger, and the red and white light shot out in an instant, turning into a 

chain, spinning around the Flaming Tiger’s neck, limbs, waist and abdomen. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The Flaming Tiger has been in a fantasy world, unable to extricate himself. Lu Yang just accumulated his 

strength. He only felt the danger jumping desperately, but he didn’t know where the danger came from. 

Now he wakes up after being attacked, but it’s too late at this time. , He was trapped in place and 

unable to move. 

 



“Drive me~!” 

 

A avatar of Lu Yang formed by the concentration of white solar energy suddenly appeared on top of the 

flame tiger’s head. The Blazing Demon controlled the avatar and punched its sky spirit cover. 

 

With a loud bang, the flame tiger’s sky spirit cover burst to pieces, revealing the red devil’s heart 

fragment inside, and the blazing devil’s soul instantly left the clone and got into the devil’s heart 

fragment. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

… 

 

The flame tiger suddenly went crazy and roared desperately, but his roar was getting smaller, drier, and 

weaker. Later, the roar turned into a sorrow, then begging for mercy, and then silently! 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is it done? I can’t hold it anymore.” 

 

“It’s okay.” Blazing Demon God’s voice came from the flame tiger’s head. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

The body of the flame tiger suddenly turned into a flaming light and dissipated in the air, leaving only 

the fragments of the heart of the devil floating in the air. A mini flame tiger was pitifully floating in the 

air, being held by the flame demon in the form of a soul next to it. A violent beating on the back of the 

neck.  

 



“I’m not obedient? You want to eat me, I’m your father, I’ll hit you with this shameful thing.” Blazing 

Demon God scolded angrily. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and walked up to the Blazing Demon God, and said, “You still didn’t get this hand down 

after all.” 

 

“Just like my child, how can I be willing?” Blazing Demon God said depressed. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Then leave the flame tiger’s consciousness in my Bandarsburg. At the critical moment, I 

can use the white sun in Bandarsberg to charge him and let him help fight the war.” 

 

“That’s what I meant.” The Blazing Demon God threw the flame tiger’s consciousness aside and said: 

“From now on, you will retreat with me and try to rush to the early stage of Tier 5 before the red moon 

night arrives.” 

 

“Yeah.” Lu Yang’s expression was solemn, and he sat down on the spot and said, “I’m ready, let’s start 

now.” 

 

The Flaming Demon God smiled at the corner of his mouth, and controlled the broken pieces of the 

Demon God’s heart to fly into Lu Yang’s body, and merged with the broken Demon God’s heart. 

Suddenly, Lu Yang’s body burst into a terrifying red light. 

 

Chapter 2330: Difficult promotion 

  

Latest URL: Seven days. 

 

For seven days, Lu Yang spent all his life practicing in Bandarsburg. At this time, his whole body was 

surrounded by a red light cocoon. If you look closer, you will find that this is not a light cocoon at all. It 

was the strong red light from Lu Yang’s body that was too strong, as if it had formed a substance. 

 

In the light cocoon, Lu Yang’s appearance has completely changed. It is different from previous 

advancements. Before the flame lord, the most important advancement was to promote from the fire 

magister to the fire demon, so that his body changed from flesh. Into the magic element body. 



 

The fire spirit level after the fire demon is only the promotion of the magic element body, and this time 

the promotion to the flame lord will enter a new realm, called the soul core transformation. 

 

The hard soul core that existed in the brain before will change from a solid crystal form to a flowing 

liquid form, and after flowing through every corner of Lu Yang’s body, it becomes fixed to Lu Yang’s 

appearance. 

 

There are two most difficult places in this. The first is to melt the soul core. The cultivator needs to 

control the temperature by himself, and the soul core is connected to the blood in the brain. A slight 

change will cause pain and unbearable pain, which will deform the soul core. The pain often lasts for 

several days or even weeks. If you don’t persist, you may die directly. Even if you save it, you may fall 

back to the realm of the fire demon or even the great magician. 

 

If the first level is passed, you will enter the more dangerous second level, let the melted soul core flow 

all over your body, and then fix it into shape. This requires huge fire energy, because when the melted 

soul core goes to the body When flowing everywhere, there will be countless energies spilling out. 

 

Lu Yang could not control the melting soul core to complete the transformation before it overflowed 

and disappeared. He could only complete the transformation of the upper body, and the transformation 

was energy closed. Under such circumstances, it is possible for Lu Yang to stay for the rest of his life. In 

half the rank of the flame lord can no longer make an inch. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang had the guidance of the Blazing Demon God and the help of the Demon God’s 

Heart, as well as his two months of hard training in the rift of time and space. When Lu Yang melted the 

soul core in his mind, he felt painful and unable to control the fire. At that time, the Blazing Demon God 

would tell him that he should increase or decrease the flame temperature. 

 

When the demon core begins to melt and flow down and spill out, the demon god’s heart will protect 

these energies. At the same time, Lu Yang’s body has undergone the cutting of the turbulence of time 

and space and the repair of the original fire spirit for these two months. The body is also full of the 

original fire spirit. 

 

As a result, the melted magic core not only did not spill, but also became more energy. Under the 

feedback, when the fire system energy flows throughout the body, the total amount is much more than 

before. 



 

“Hold on, and the rest is finalized. Once you succeed, you will be promoted to the flame lord.” The 

Blazing Demon God continued to encourage him in Lu Yang’s consciousness. 

 

Lu Yang gritted his teeth and nodded. Normally, it would take one or two years to do it, but Lu Yang has 

the heart of the devil, and the three pieces of the heart of the devil are added together, so that the 

blazing devil can help Lu Yang speed up. Stereotyped. 

 

After only three days, Lu Yang felt a strange feeling fiercely. The next second, Lu Yang’s body began to 

frantically absorb the flame energy in Bandarsburg. 

 

The white sun in the sky suddenly dropped a beam of light, and countless original fire spirits rushed into 

Lu Yang’s body frantically, causing the transformed soul core to continue to expand and grow. 

 

“Flame Clone” 

 

Lu Yang’s body shot out a white fire, and a clone that looked exactly like him jumped out from behind Lu 

Yang. He controlled the clone and walked aside, staring at his body and said, “Sure enough, this white 

sun has It’s weird, it can provide me with such a huge amount of energy.” 

 

Blazing Demon God’s consciousness flew out of Lu Yang’s clone and said, “I don’t understand this thing 

for the time being, but this energy is the purest flame energy and won’t have any negative effects on 

your body. ” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Look at my body, I have to go back.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Don’t worry, there is me here.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled. This was the point he felt most relieved. His body turned into a ray of light and 

disappeared in the same place. The next second, he appeared in the Colosseum. 

 



There was no one in the Colosseum at this time, and there was no sun and moon in the sky. The 

terrifying red light enveloped the earth. A red crack appeared in the sky from time to time, and violent 

energy gushed out like a waterfall. . 

 

It just so happened that white snowflakes were floating in the sky, but in the night sky of red light, the 

snowflakes were also dyed red. 

 

Lu Yang turned into an undead bird and quickly flew back to Shekou. On the top floor of the central 

castle, he saw Zhuojiu, White Lion and others gathering together and looking into the distance. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang fell among them and asked. 

 

“Boss?” Zhuojiu and others were very surprised. Feeling the huge energy of the clone, several people 

asked together: “You succeeded?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, and said, “Success, I came out as a clone, and the body is still being 

tempered in Bandarsburg.” 

 

Zhuojiu and the others were all excited. The energy contained in a clone alone was ten times more 

terrifying than Lu Yang’s body aura before. If the body came out, they could think of how powerful a 

existence it would be. 

 

“Great, now we have hope.” Zhuojiu said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s wrong?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “According to Algaea’s intelligence, the otherworldly gods will open the transmission 

channel within these three days. The gods behind the six races have made up their minds to destroy us 

this winter. , The high-level creatures that are transmitted this time are mostly ice mages.” 

 

In a heavy snowstorm, the magic power of the fire system will be greatly reduced, especially the 

distance. It may be that a fireball hit 500 meters away without lowering the temperature, but if it hits 10 

meters in winter, the temperature will drop. A big chunk. 



 

Even if Lu Yang reaches the lord level, facing the ice mage at the peak of the spirit level, it is still difficult 

to kill him in the cold winter weather, especially when the opponent has a large number of ice weapons. 

Dead Luyang, the flame lord who had just been promoted. 

 

Zhou Tianming frowned and said, “It’s not time for this snow to fall. It is estimated that this heavy snow 

will last for more than ten days, which is too bad for us.” 

 

The strongest combat power of the Jagged Brothers League was weakened at a critical moment, and 

they couldn’t replace Lu Yang’s role in Zhuojiu. All of them were at a loss for a while. 

 

Lu Yang laughed, and said, “Don’t worry, follow me to Baishan City. Let’s solve the problem there first.” 

 

He collected the turbid wine and others into the Demon Temple, turned his body into a phoenix, and 

after flying into the clouds, he quickly flew towards the direction of Baishan City. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2331: Fire Lord Talent Spells 

  

The latest website: Baishan City. 

 

Sara, Algaea, Boll and others are gathering in the Elf Palace to discuss the arrival of the Red Moon Night 

reinforcements. They are worried that the noble Elves are too strong, and there are too many Tier 4 

masters. They rely on Lu Yang and Zhuojiu alone. Can’t stop it. 

 

“The first batch of people must be ordinary elves. You have to find a way to get the lower **** who is 

responsible for the transmission to send the high-level materials first.” Algaea frowned and said. 

 



In high-level materials, there are not only a large number of combat equipment, but also a large number 

of control materials, such as magic shackles. After wearing them, the magic energy in the human body 

will be instantly disordered, not only painful, but also unable to use any spells. 

 

Sarah nodded and said: “I personally said that the next **** and queen should not refute, but where 

will they be sent to imprisonment after the noble elves are captured?” 

 

Algaea looked at Boll and said, “Say it.” 

 

Boll nodded excitedly and said: “I have transformed all the houses in the noble area into a prison. The 

more than 10,000 noble elves that came here can all be put into the prison.” 

 

At present, the Shadowmoon Elves still don’t really believe in Sara. Therefore, anything they do within 

the clan is rarely revealed to Sara. Algaea and Sara also know this. They are all waiting for this red moon 

night. Only after seeing Sara’s performance, the moon elves can decide whether to approve of Sara’s 

status. 

 

Algaea said: “The only problem now is that there are too many Tier 4 powerhouses coming, and Lu 

Yang’s strength can’t beat them.” 

 

Sarah was also a little worried, and said, “I hope not too many will come, otherwise, the Shadowmoon 

Elf may be finished.” 

 

Algaea gritted his teeth and said, “I will never let the Shadowmoon Elves perish.” 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang descended rapidly from the sky, stood in front of Algaea, Sarah and others, and said with a 

smile, “Don’t worry, your race will not perish.” 

 

Sarah, Algaea and others were shocked to see the aura revealed in Lu Yang’s body, and Sara couldn’t 

help asking: “Fifth Tier?” 

 



Algaea said excitedly: “Boss, have you been promoted to the fifth rank?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, and said, “I have just been promoted, and I should be able to catch up with 

the war in three days.” 

 

“Enough, enough.” Sarah breathed a sigh of relief, and said: “The fifth-order that was just promoted, 

that is also the fifth-order, and the fourth-order such as turbid wine and white lion, enough to suppress 

the fourth-order noble elves. ” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “This is not foolproof enough. Don’t mind taking me to the teleportation array 

area. I want to turn the area around that area into a volcanic world.” 

 

The talent ability to be promoted to Tier 5 is to provoke the earth fire. As long as Lu Yang stands in a 

certain place and runs the flame energy in his body in a special way, it will attract underground magma 

and form a volcanic eruption. 

 

No matter how the weather outside changes, once magma appears, it will be Lu Yang’s home field. This 

domain-like skill is so terrifying that in this area where magma erupts, every spell of Lu Yang will be 

affected by the flames in the magma. Energy bonus, the final magic effect may be several times the 

original size. 

 

Sara also knew that it was not the time to enjoy and ease, and said, “I will take you to the top of the 

mountain. There is a volcanic crater there, and it can directly cause the fire to come out.” 

 

The volcano at the top of the mountain is an extinct volcano that has not erupted for one or two 

thousand years, but there are hot springs in the huge crater formed on the top of the mountain, and the 

spring water is more than 70 degrees. 

 

The elves built a hot spring channel from the top of the mountain, and the hot springs can flow from the 

pool on the top of the mountain to the elves palace and the aristocratic elves residence area below. 

 

Lu Yang walked along the mountain road next to the passage to the top of the mountain. Looking 

around, it was a huge volcano with a diameter of more than 500 meters. The surrounding volcanic rock 



was completely black, and the smooth stone surface looked like jade, but as long as you applied a little 

force, This black stone can be crushed. 

 

From top to bottom, a thick mist in the volcano crater covers the surface of the hot spring. Beside the 

hot spring pool, there is a giant twisted space-time with a diameter of 50 meters. Color light. 

 

Lu Yang tweeted: “I’m blind to this hot spring. From now on, it will be an active volcano erupting 

magma.” 

 

Sarah said in a solemn voice: “It will make the elves stronger even if Baishan City is destroyed.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, let the Zhuojiu and others out of his body, and said, “They all step aside, I’m about to 

cast a spell.” 

 

Everyone quickly retreated, but they couldn’t help but wonder how powerful the Lord’s talent instinct 

was. 

 

It was also the first time Lu Yang used it. He mobilized the magic power in his body. Although this was a 

clone, the Flame Seed could perfectly replicate Lu Yang’s strength. 

 

“Summon the Volcano” 

 

Quiet, the whole world is very quiet, as if Lu Yang’s call has no effect, but everyone knows that this is 

just a prelude to the call. 

 

To spur the flames in the ground, the subordinates need magic power to penetrate the ground. This is 

not a momentary process, but a slow process. 

 

One minute 

 

Two minutes 

 



… 

 

Twenty minutes passed, just when everyone was waiting anxiously, suddenly, there was a bang, the 

whole ground shook, and then there was a bang, and then there was a bang. 

 

“Boom…boom…” 

 

The entire volcano vibrated violently, and the hot springs in the pit instantly stopped flowing. Before 

everyone could see it in the tremor, a large amount of thick white and black fog suddenly appeared in 

the pit, the next second. 

 

“boom” 

 

A crimson flame ejected from the volcano crater, followed by the second and third… 

 

In less than 10 seconds, 30 magma with a diameter of three to four meters were ejected from the 

bottom of the pit at the same time. The surrounding temperature was cold to more than 40 degrees 

below zero, and it instantly became ordinary people. Unbearable high temperature. 

 

The place that originally belonged to the hot spring pool was all turned into magma, and only the 

distorted space-time area at a higher place next to it was not swallowed by magma. 

 

Lu Yang stopped casting the spell and said, “For the time being, that’s all right.” 

 

In such an area, a spirit-level ice mage uses ordinary ice spells to hit a distance of 50 meters. Only high-

level ice spells can have a certain degree of power. But in this magma area, the power is also How big 

can it be? 

 

Algaea said excitedly: “It’s great, now I don’t worry about losing it.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I and Zhuojiu are only responsible for dealing with high-level enemies, and 

the rest will be left to you.” 



 

Algaea nodded and said, “I will not disappoint your expectations.” 

 

As long as it is below Tier 4, you can’t ignore the special bows of the elf archers. Once targeted by a large 

number of archers, the noble elves below Tier 4 can’t bear it. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2332: Start of transmission 

  

Latest website: When Lu Yang was preparing urgently, on the other side, in the Moon Temple in another 

world, the Crescent Moon God exuded a white light, looking angrily at the soul of the Elf Queen kneeling 

on the ground, and said: “Nobles will always Nobles, civilians will always be civilians. My plan will not 

change. Your clansmen will still be the main force this time. Continue to send 100,000 civilian elves to 

the earth. Kayla, let me see your faith and loyalty to me. .” 

 

“Yes.” The queen bowed helplessly to express her respect, then stood up, her soul flew back into the 

spirit temple of the body with loneliness. 

 

“Your Majesty, are you back?!” The three noble elves and commoner elves gathered around the queen 

and asked with concern. 

 

The queen looked at these three clansmen with a bitter smile, and said: “The Moon God still requires us 

to dispatch 110,000 elves, of which 100,000 are commoner elves and 10,000 are noble elves, what do 

you think?” 

 

A tall and thin male elf said angrily: “Does the Moon God have enemies with us? Why must we kill the 

civilian elves, 300,000 have already died, and if this continues, our race will become an endangered 

race.” 

 



This elf is the leader of the entire elf druid army, Rustafa, and the ruler is an army of 50,000 druids, but 

now more than 3,000 druids have died in the earth. This makes the queen and Lu Staffa and others are 

aware of the Moon God’s plan for the elves. 

 

Queen Kayla said: “We can’t let the elves be weakened in this way anymore. I need someone whose 

strength and status are much higher than that of Dido to manage the elves on earth. Which of you three 

wants to go.” 

 

“I’m coming.” Rustafa said firmly with an expression: “No one is more suitable for this task. Whether it is 

a noble or a commoner, I will recognize my status. If I lead the team there, the noble spirit I dare not do 

anything to the commoner elves.” 

 

Kayla nodded and said, “Indeed, it is most suitable for you to go. You must not only unite the noble elves 

and the commoner elves, but also help deceive the Moon God. Every future teleportation will make the 

Moon God think that the civilian elves have died in large numbers. .” 

 

Rustafa knelt in front of the queen respectfully and said: “I will complete the task.” 

 

“Get up, let’s discuss the plan.” Kayla helped Rustafa and said to him: “This time you must take the 

commoner elves with them. In their material backpack, there is something I gave Algaea. Some 

treasures give him and his civilian army the ability to protect themselves.” 

 

“I’ll bring it.” Rustafa’s eyes were firm. At the moment, he was ready to go. In the Elf Forest, millions of 

elves are ready for war, and all the logistics materials are installed as a passageway. After it is turned on, 

it can be sent to the past at any time. 

 

Rustafa carefully selected five thousand druid warriors, five thousand third-tier wood archmages, and 

ten fourth-tier ice elf wizards. 

 

Although these people are noble elves, they all survived as brothers after participating in countless wars 

with Rustafa, and obeyed his words. 

 

Rustafa chose one hundred thousand second-tier civilian elf warriors and archers, and waited for it to be 

over, it was already three days later. 



 

In front of a lake 50 kilometers away from the Elf Forest, the six lower gods in the form of wolf heads 

under the Luna Seat were looking impatiently at the Elf Legion that came in the distance. 

 

“Damn it, this land should belong to our people.” 

 

“Their population is really huge. Three hundred thousand died in three years. The total population 

hasn’t dropped yet, and it looks like it has to increase.” 

 

“Be quiet, they are coming over, we are gods after all.” 

 

… 

 

The six wolf-headed lower gods were promoted by the moon gods from the moon wolf race by instilling 

divine power. The reason is unknown, but the moon wolf race has the highest status among all the 

moon **** races. To this day, the elves have weakened the elves and let the ordinary moon wolves. The 

idea that the race can have a better place to live is the patriarch of the moon wolf clan came up with it. 

 

Originally, the moon wolf wanted to steal it clearly, but the moon **** did not allow the moon wolf 

tribe to do this for his own sake. Instead, he used this method to gradually weaken the elven tribe. 

 

Rustafa didn’t know the truth of this incident. He brought a hundred thousand elves to the six lower 

**** moon wolves. The soldiers are all here.” 

 

The head of the wolf head is called Wolf, and his wolf mouth opens a seal, revealing the fangs inside, 

and said, “Is everything you need?” 

 

Rustafa said with a “flattering” smile: “This time one-tenth of the family of the Elves has been brought 

here, and the mission given to us by the Moon God must be completed.” 

 

“Let’s start.” Wolf was happy, and he didn’t bother to check it. According to the rules set by the Moon 

God, he would check some of the civilian elves’ backpacks to make sure there was nothing in them that 

threatened the noble elves. 



 

Three years ago, when Dido and the Moon God made a plan, Dido specifically mentioned this. In order 

to prevent the commoner elves from resisting, the noble elves must carry extremely lethal items. 

 

Wolf and the others came with six lower gods this time, and they didn’t bother to check this aspect. 

What’s more, it was the fanatical believer Rustafa, who felt that there was no need to check. 

 

The six lower gods looked at each other, and at the same time activated the divine powers in their 

bodies. In an instant, the originally calm lake surface turned dark red, and the lake surface was not lake 

water at all, but gradually fell into the twisted time and space of the recovery period. 

 

“Go in in batches,” Wolf said loudly. 

 

“I’ll come first.” Rustafa took a thousand civilian elves and walked into the twisted time and space, and 

in the Baishan City crater on the other side, the originally blue and white super twisted time and space 

also turned dark red at the same time. . 

 

Algaea said excitedly: “The teleportation has begun.” 

 

Sara frowned and said, “The Moon God didn’t come, and there is no lower **** to contact us. How 

strange?” 

 

Algaea said: “Follow him, all the nobles who come are imprisoned, and everyone is prepared.” 

 

Countless elven archers pulled their longbows into the full moon at the same time. At this time, Rustafa 

was the first to jump out of the twisted time and space, just landing, Algaea and Sa Pulling at the same 

time stunned. 

 

“Why are you?” Sara asked blankly. 

 

Rustafa asked curiously, “Where is Dido?” 

 



Algaea walked up to Rustafa and said, “It’s dead, I killed it.” 

 

Rustafa was a little dazed, and then he smiled and said: “I knew he could not beat you, or if he died, he 

betrayed the elves, **** it!” 

 

Lu Yang was about to start his hands. He was stunned when he heard this. He walked out of the lava 

beside him, stood in front of Rustafa, and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Algaea hurriedly said: “Ms. Rustafa is different from the noble elves of Dido and others. He is a believer 

of the Old Moon God. Let us explain the situation to him.” 

 

Rustafa was also a little dumbfounded. He didn’t understand how there were humans beside him, and 

there was also a magma pool. What was even more frightening was that the aura emanating from this 

human body turned out to be a lord. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2333: Capture the Druid Legion 

  

Latest website: Time is running out. The next batch of elves will be sent in half an hour. Algaea and 

Sarah said a long story short, and Rustafa quickly figured out what happened. 

 

“Since you have chosen humans and the resurrection of the old gods, I still can’t understand all of them 

for the time being. Give me a heart-wrenching seed.” Rustafa sighed and said helplessly. 

 

The change of things was too sudden. The current Rustafa can’t do anything. Among the first batch of 

civilian elves, there are things that can control the noble elves. 

 



If there is no such thing, Rustafa can help deceive the noble elves. Nothing is needed now. Once the 

noble elves come and take them away, it will be over. As for the other commoner elves, Algaea only 

needs to shout. After overthrowing the noble elves, all 100,000 commoner elves rebelled. 

 

Algaea, Sarah and others didn’t know the true thoughts in Rustafa’s mind at this time, so they could only 

look at Lu Yang and said together, “Let’s inoculate.” 

 

Lu Yang single-handedly pointed at Rustafa, and a green light flew out of his sleeve and entered 

Rustafa’s skin. The next second, a green light appeared on Rustafa’s chest. Then, the race entered. Near 

his heart. 

 

“Sure enough, it’s a heart-eater.” Rustafa sighed, and said, “Now I will help you persuade the noble 

elves. I believe I can get all of your trust now.” 

 

“Of course, we trusted you, teacher.” Algaea said respectfully. 

 

Rustafa smiled kindly, and said: “The backpacks of the first batch of commoner elves and I are all Tier 3 

magic stones. Take them out as soon as possible to set up the magic circle. The human lord is not very 

strong. Stable, it won’t be too late to wait for the fourth-tier noble ice mage elves to make a move.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and did not speak, but Algaea and Sara were very pleasantly surprised. At the moment, 

the two of them are working together. Algaea is responsible for taking the civilian elves to the square to 

persuade them to join the Shadowmoon elves. Sara is responsible for twisting. Magic arrays are 

arranged in the area around time and space. 

 

The parties were busy and nervous. After half an hour had passed, without waiting for the next batch of 

elves to arrive, excited shouts came from the palace halfway up the mountain. 

 

“We are willing to join the Shadow Moon Elf~!” 

 

“Liberated, kill those noble elves.” 

 

“Vengeance~!” 



 

… 

 

The 1,000 commoner elves that were sent over were all willing to join the Shadowmoon Elf clan, which 

made Algaea relieved and looked at Boll and said, “You take them to rest. Everyone who enters the 

camp is not allowed to go out, otherwise it will be regarded as A traitor who wants to inform the noble 

elves.” 

 

“Yes.” Boll nodded, turned around and brought these elves down the mountain. 

 

Algaea returned to the teleportation formation on the top of the mountain. By coincidence, the second 

batch of civilian elves teleported over, and Algaea continued to take them away. 

 

… 

 

After five consecutive waves, when the sixth wave came, the teleportation array was opened, but this 

time it was not the commoner elves that had been set before, but a fourth-tier noble elves with 1,000 

third-tier druids. . 

 

“Rustafa, how about here?” The fourth-order noble elf is covered in silver armor, and the whole body 

emits white light. The white robe behind it is even more noble. When he speaks to Rustafa, he wears it 

with The breath of arrogance. 

 

Rustafa smiled and said, “Everything is normal, what else can we do?” 

 

Sara stepped forward and smiled at the noble elves and said, “Uncle Hezra, I didn’t expect you to come 

to support us.” 

 

Hezra looked at Sara with a smile, and said: “I am not worried about the situation here, so I came in 

person. From now on, I don’t have to worry about the war. Uncle will take care of everything for you.” 

 



Sarah rolled her eyes directly. This product was about to seize power. When she was next to the queen, 

she was extremely disgusted with this Heathra. She obviously didn’t have any commanding talents, but 

she wanted to be the commander of the elves. . 

 

After being ousted from power after several failures in the war, he was still pointing fingers at various 

things in the court. Finally, under the anger of everyone in the court, he was driven out of the palace. He 

did not expect that he would come to the earth for his rights. 

 

“I’m sorry, my dear uncle.” Sara stepped back three steps with a sweet smile on her face. 

 

“Excuse me, what do you mean?” Hezra asked with a frown. He had thought that Sara would not let go, 

but he was ready this time. As long as Sara dared to say nothing, he would let the Drew who followed 

him. The Iraqi army assassinated Sara. 

 

“He meant that your life is mine.” Lu Yang suddenly flashed out from behind the many elves, and while 

Hezra was unprepared, he slapped Hezra on the chest with a palm. 

 

“Fire Snake Bound” 

 

With Heathra’s chest as the center, nine scarlet flames crawled out like snakes, binding Heathra’s body 

tightly. 

 

“Damn it, what is this? How could there be humans? Ah~!” Hezra’s body had a burnt smell, no matter 

how he mobilized the ice element in his body, he couldn’t offset the high flame heat in his body. 

 

With a wave of Lu Yang’s right hand, Heathra was thrown into the lava pool. A column of lava rose from 

the ground. The fire snake bound Heathra brought Heathra to the lava pillar. 

 

“Ah~!” Heathra kept wailing, and his Tier 4 ice spells couldn’t be used at all. 

 

It stands to reason that this is impossible. Even if a Tier 4 ice spirit level powerhouse cannot beat the 

lord, it is impossible to be controlled so easily. The reason for this situation is that Lu Yang does not have 

a lord level powerhouse. His arrogant attitude, should he attack or attack, just now he was hiding behind 



Sara and the others, no matter how vigilant Heathra was, he would never think that there would be a 

human Tier 5 powerhouse standing near him. 

 

Another, Heathra had just come out of the twisted time and space, and his magic power was consumed 

greatly, and he was surrounded by magma, so that Heathra could not play half of his strength, so he was 

trapped on the lava pillar and was unable to move. 

 

“what happened?” 

 

“What are you doing?” 

 

“Why cannibalize?” 

 

… 

 

The thousand druid warriors who were standing there waiting for orders were thinking about going 

down the mountain to rest. Suddenly seeing Hezra’s tragedy, they quickly took out their weapons in 

shock, but didn’t know who to do it. 

 

“Put down the weapon, otherwise, die~!” Algaea shouted, and the 10,000 shooters around 

simultaneously pulled the longbow in their hands into a full moon state. 

 

The special arrows on the bow and arrow made the druids instantly recognize that this kind of bow and 

arrow can shoot through their transformed skin. The key problem is that they don’t dare to transform 

now. Shot in place. 

 

“Algaea, , you want to betray?” Before the leader of the druid had finished speaking, ten bows and 

arrows shot through his body at the same time. The arrows contained the poison of the scorpion man. 

The druid died on the spot! 

 

The rest of the druids were dumbfounded. They had not yet reacted to the arrogance of the noble elves. 

In the next second, the strongest druid warrior among them was shot and killed by the civilian elves. 

 



“This this” 

 

“US…” 

 

“How to do?” 

 

… 

 

The druids were panicked to the extreme, but Algaea did not give them extra time, stepped forward and 

raised his right hand, shouting loudly: “I only count three, put down the weapon or die, one or two…” 

 

Three before they could say anything, a group of noble druids quickly put down their weapons, because 

Sarah’s magic circle has been completed, and the horrible magic wave is facing them. If there is a slight 

change, they will be affected by the third-order spell. Killing, there is no chance to escape. 

 

“Take it all away,” Algaea said coldly. 

 

Chapter 2334: 5 clans fooled 

  

Latest website: Thousands of noble elves did not have the courage to give up their lives for dignity. They 

were put on magic shackles and were taken to the noble prison by Boll’s Shadowmoon Elf Warrior 

Legion. 

 

Looking at the backs of these people, Algaea sighed in secret, turned his head to look at Rustafa and 

said, “Thank you, my teacher.” 

 

Rustafa smiled helplessly, and said: “Go on your way, maybe you are right, we are old, all we can do is to 

cooperate with your actions.” 

 

“Thank you.” Algaea bowed respectfully, and when he got up again, he had lost his previous fear and 

self-blame, and was full of confidence instead. 

 



The elves that were sent next were all civilian elves, and Rustafa also had plenty of time to understand 

the situation. When he learned of all the plans of Lu Yang, Algaea and others, Rustafa’s eyes flashed 

brightly. Looking at Lu Yang, he said, “This plan is feasible. If it can be done, you are the benefactor of 

our elves.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “To be honest, we are helping each other. If you can prove it to me, you really 

have the idea of becoming a Shadowmoon Elf. Please contact the other five races now and invite them 

to come. Meeting in Baishan City.” 

 

Rustafa said excitedly: “Of course, I will write the invitation letter, and Algaea will send it out for me.” 

 

This kind of letter is usually written by the sender himself, and the guards issue it to the outside without 

arousing suspicion. However, the spells of the elves are very special. The spells of the common people 

are far from the noble spells with the aura of divine spells, and they will still be affected. discover. 

 

With a move with Lu Yang’s right hand, the Heartbiting Seed in Sarah was taken out. When Sarah was 

surprised, Lu Yang smiled and said, “I believe you will not betray Algaea, nor will you betray Shadow 

Moon. Fairy, welcome, Queen of Shadowmoon Elves.” 

 

“Thank you.” Sarah showed a warm smile at the corner of her mouth. She walked to Algaea and said to 

Rustafa: “Teacher, I will help you.” 

 

“That’s better.” Rustafa’s eyes lit up, and Sara and Sarah immediately began to draft the invitation 

letter. 

 

Algaea stood beside Lu Yang and gestured a thumbs up secretly. In fact, Algaea asked Lu Yang to do that. 

The moment Sara helped Algaea threaten the Druids, Algaea threatened the druid army. All Gaia’s 

doubts about Sara are eliminated. 

 

Lu Yang looked at him with a smile, and said, “The Elf Queen has finally discovered the problem. All the 

members of the Elf clan who come in the future will be your strong backing, and your entire race will be 

reborn on Earth.” 

 

“Neigh~!” 



 

Five magical birds with dark blue bodies flew out of Sara’s hand and flew in the direction of the other 

five main cities. Sara said, “They will be fooled soon.” 

 

Lu Yang, Zhuojiu, Rustafa, Algaea and others all smiled, and on the other side, the other five races also 

had various problems at this time. 

 

In the twisted time and space of the City of the Dead, the soldiers that were sent over turned out to be 

the Zombie Legion and the Evil Legion. The commanders of the two large legions are both Tier 4 in 

strength, and their status is on the same level as Agunan, and even overwhelming Agunan. This makes 

Agunan very upset. 

 

“It’s ridiculous. I have been in the human world for three years. I haven’t defeated humans or the other 

five races. How did you become the city lord Agunan?” The whole body of the evil spirit general Boscate 

is hidden in a blue robe. Inside, his voice is extremely mean. 

 

The zombie general Black is ten meters high. He smashed the stone slab on the ground with one foot, 

and said angrily: “Take me to find humans, I will destroy them first.” 

 

Agunan smiled and looked at the two of them and said, “I’m sorry to inform you that there may be 

multiple Tier 4 powerhouses. If you insist on going, you will lead the team to go south. Of course, if it is 

because of your arbitrarily Leaving caused us to be wiped out by the other five races. When the gods are 

blamed, let alone I didn’t remind you.” 

 

Both Boscart and Black’s expressions stagnated at the same time, and Boscart frowned and said, 

“Humans have a Tier 4 powerhouse? How is this possible? How long have they cultivated?” 

 

Agunan shrugged his shoulders and said, “I am also curious about this matter, but humans seem to be 

naturally good at practicing spells. Even the old humans whom I have attracted can cultivate to the 

second level with their own strength. I will help a little bit. He has reached the third order.” 

 

The old man lately stepped forward respectfully and said, “Meet the two generals.” 

 



Both Boscart and Black stared at the twilight old man and nodded in amazement. Black said: “It looks 

like what you said is true. Tell us about it. After the reinforcements come, what do you have? plan?” 

 

Agunan said: “We and the other five races have made plans. After the reinforcements arrive, we will 

first unite and destroy humanity, and then we will decide the outcome.” 

 

“Joke, this method works, you have already won.” Boscart’s sneered voice came from inside the robe. 

 

Agunan was still smiling and said, “This time it’s different. The humans captured Anna, the deputy head 

of the noble elven wizard group of the elves, and asked her to perform an explicit dance in the human 

colosseum. The elves have fallen into it. In their anger, they will definitely attack with all their strength 

this time.” 

 

“Oh? Stupid humans dare to treat noble elves like this, then this is really an opportunity.” Black’s skull 

said with a laugh. The particularity of noble elves in the entire elven clan is that almost every creature in 

another world has knowledge. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

There was a bird cry in the air, and Agunan and the others looked up and found that it was a blue magic 

bird. He smiled and said, “Just as soon as it is teleported, the elves can’t help it.” 

 

“Boom” 

 

The magic bird exploded in the air, forming a pattern that appeared above Agunan and the others. 

Rustafa stood in front of the magic teleportation array and said loudly, “Dear Lord Agunan, as 

scheduled, I am a member of the elven race. Commander-in-Chief, sincerely invite you to go to Baishan 

City to discuss the war against mankind in three days. I hope you can agree.” 

 

Agunan smiled,  looked at the two people around him, and said: “Come to a meeting with me, let’s see 

what the elven patriarch wants to say.” 

 

“Good idea.” Boscart and Black said at the same time. 



 

The old man Chimu looked at this scene with a smile on his face, but in his mind he always felt that 

everything went too smoothly, something was wrong, and he said to Agunan, “Who is in this picture?” 

 

Agunan said: “General Rustafa, the commander-in-chief of the elves, he has commanded the entire 

elves on the front line in previous wars. The queen is only sitting in the back. I didn’t expect Rustafa to 

come. It is really surprising.” 

 

The old man twilight said, he suppressed the suspicion in his heart. Since all the high-level characters of 

the Elf race have come, it is obviously impossible to collude with humans. The current situation should 

be the real situation. 

 

“Quah~!” 

 

A black magic bird flew out of Agunan’s hand and flew towards the direction of Baishan City. When the 

magic bird was about to arrive, four other brown, red, blue and purple birds also flew over. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2336: Magic Flower Seed 

  

Two Tier 4 strongmen of the Ice Element sitting on the ground, leaning against the wall and bound by 

magical shackles, were awakened. They both kept their vigilance before being deceived by the demon 

flame stone, and quickly wanted to jump up and look for Lu Yang after they became conscious. , But 

found that they couldn’t stand up, and they couldn’t use magic power. 

 

“This, what’s going on?” 

 

“Sarah, Rustafa? What the **** is going on?” 

 



“Let go of us, just now we…” 

 

… 

 

Both of them are mature elves who have lived for six to seven hundred years. After a moment of panic, 

they reacted. What was going on in front of them. 

 

Sarah sighed when she saw the two of them, squatting tenderly in front of them, and said in a pleading 

tone: “The elves on earth are no longer the elves before. I hope you two can change. , Don’t listen to the 

bewitching of the New Moon God, and then cruel to the same clan.” 

 

“You actually want to rebel against God?” The elf on the left was called Yuma, with a furious expression, 

and cursed: “This is impossible. We are children of God. I will never betray God.” 

 

The elf on the right is called Tista, with a heavy expression on his face, and asked: “We will not betray 

God.” 

 

Sarah asked sadly: “Don’t you want to do it for me?” 

 

When the two looked at Sara’s perfect appearance, Tista hesitated, but Yuma ignored it and shouted: 

“What are you, you deserve to be compared with God. Let me go, I will kill you.” Traitors to this group of 

gods.” 

 

Sara sighed, stood up and looked at Lu Yang beside her and said, “I will take Tista to the side and talk in 

detail. As for Yuma…” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Don’t go in a hurry, and show you something good, Algaea, you come choose a 

brother, and I will reward him with a gift.” 

 

Algaea patted Boll next to him and said, “He, the Shadowmoon Elf can build a nation, Boll is 

indispensable.” 

 



Without the defensive position and strength of the defensive personnel that Boer, the dung picker, stole 

into the mountain, Lu Yang and Zhuo Jiu could not easily kill the mountain and control the entire elf 

castle. 

 

“I didn’t do anything…” Ball scratched his head shyly, embarrassed to face the attention of so many 

people. 

 

Lu Yang put his arms around his shoulders and said, “Since you have done a lot, I will give you a gift, 

which is optimistic.” 

 

He pointed at Yuma with his right hand, the space of the Demon Temple in his sleeve opened, and a 

green seed flew out, hitting Yuma’s eyebrows. In the next second, Yuma’s eyes widened. 

 

“No, you can’t do this to me, my power, my soul core, and give it back to me… This is because I have 

cultivated for hundreds of years…” Yuma was speechless, and the severe pain made him lie on his 

stomach. The ground kept twitching, his body kept shrinking, and his head kept getting bigger. 

 

Only half a minute later, Yuma’s body became a human body, and his head also bloomed with a 

beautiful purple flower with a fist-sized fruit on it. 

 

Everyone was shocked by this scene, but Rustafa, Sara and Algaea were not surprised, because they had 

seen this kind of thing. 

 

“This is the unique ability of the fourth-order three-eyed magic flower.” Rustafa asked Lu Yang in shock. 

 

Lu Yang stepped forward and picked the fruit, turned around and handed it to Boll, saying, “Eating this 

fruit will allow you to quickly advance to Tier 4, but after a few days, your strength will gradually fall 

back to the beginning of Tier 2.” 

 

“This, this, what am I…” Bohr was stunned. He was a dung picker, and his strength was only a second-

order fighter with cannon fodder. He did not expect that such a good thing as a mage would come to 

him. 

 



Algaea patted his shoulder excitedly and said, “Brother, great opportunity, how many elves have not 

been promoted to Tier 4 for hundreds of years, and the commoner elves don’t even want to practice 

spells. This fruit will give you the ability to practice magic. , It will also allow you to experience the 

fourth-order training rules and energy operation methods. As long as you accumulate strength, you can 

rise to the fourth-order again with time. You will be the first fourth-order ice power among our 

commoner elves.” 

 

“It’s also the first Tier 4 Ice Element powerhouse of the Shadowmoon Elf Clan.” Lu Yang said with a 

smile. 

 

Boll nodded sharply, some of his arms tremblingly took the fruit, and carefully held it in the palm of his 

hand. Amidst countless urges, his eyes ate with tears. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

Huge ice energy poured into Boer’s body. In an instant, a layer of ice formed outside Boer’s body, 

freezing it inside. 

 

Rustafa said: “Boll succeeded. All that is left is to digest the energy. It will take about a day. Everyone will 

help lift Boll down the mountain.” 

 

Lu Yang thought he had failed. This was the first time he used the ability of the Three-Eyed Magic 

Flower. He didn’t expect to succeed in such a simple way. 

 

The only pity is that this trick can only be used against strong people of the same rank or lower rank, if 

the opponent resists, the seed will be destroyed by the soul core. 

 

Another problem is that this thing can only allow people who have not practiced magic to have the 

cultivation ability of a certain series of spells, but the highest is the second-order. 

 

Lu Yang thought about using it in the Jagged Brotherhood before, but it is not difficult for humans to 

learn spells. The only difficulty is to improve their strength. The red and purple spirits in his Demon 

Temple can solve this problem, which is equivalent to saying The ability of the three-eyed magic flower 

is of little use to humans. 



 

Originally, Lu Yang thought it was a tasteless skill, but now it is used in the elves, but it makes Lu Yang 

feel pretty good. He looked at Testa on the ground and said, “I hope you won’t let us down.” 

 

Tista was already frightened, which made Sara feel that the chances of success have increased a lot. She 

smiled at Tista and said, “Let’s go to the mountain to talk.” 

 

“Okay, go to talk at the foot of the mountain.” Tista nodded quickly and followed Sara to the foot of the 

mountain. He used to run along the way. Obviously, he was too scared in his heart. 

 

“Don’t kill me, I will surrender, and I will surrender too.” Hezra, who was on the lava pillar in the 

distance, saw how Yuma died from beginning to end, and he was frightened and quickly begged for 

mercy.  

 

Lu Yang, Rustafa and others laughed. The Demon Flower Seed only allowed the target to gain spell 

ability, but not the ability to transform. Because these are two branches, they were originally thinking 

about how to make Hezra surrender. Thinking of this stuff, I was frightened and subdued. 

 

“Did you figure it out?” Lu Yang raised his hand, and the flame turned into a silk thread, leading Heathra 

to a position 10 meters in front of him. 

 

“Don’t kill me, I surrender, let me do anything, just being planted in my head, I don’t want to die…” 

Hezra was already completely frightened, tears streaming out of her tears. 

 

Anyone who saw Yuma’s body being sucked out of the tragedy did not want to be the second one. The 

pain before death and the ending after death made Hezra unacceptable. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Algaea and said, “I will leave it to you.” 

 

It depends on whether Algaea can surrender to Hisra. If he can, let Hisra be a mentor. This person can’t 

direct war, but as a Tier 4 archdruid, he teaches the following Warriors can still learn druid spells. 

 

He returned to rest in the lava, waiting for the arrival of the next batch of noble elves… 



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2336: Magic Flower Seed 

  

Two Tier 4 strongmen of the Ice Element sitting on the ground, leaning against the wall and bound by 

magical shackles, were awakened. They both kept their vigilance before being deceived by the demon 

flame stone, and quickly wanted to jump up and look for Lu Yang after they became conscious. , But 

found that they couldn’t stand up, and they couldn’t use magic power. 

 

“This, what’s going on?” 

 

“Sarah, Rustafa? What the **** is going on?” 

 

“Let go of us, just now we…” 

 

… 

 

Both of them are mature elves who have lived for six to seven hundred years. After a moment of panic, 

they reacted. What was going on in front of them. 

 

Sarah sighed when she saw the two of them, squatting tenderly in front of them, and said in a pleading 

tone: “The elves on earth are no longer the elves before. I hope you two can change. , Don’t listen to the 

bewitching of the New Moon God, and then cruel to the same clan.” 

 

“You actually want to rebel against God?” The elf on the left was called Yuma, with a furious expression, 

and cursed: “This is impossible. We are children of God. I will never betray God.” 

 

The elf on the right is called Tista, with a heavy expression on his face, and asked: “We will not betray 

God.” 



 

Sarah asked sadly: “Don’t you want to do it for me?” 

 

When the two looked at Sara’s perfect appearance, Tista hesitated, but Yuma ignored it and shouted: 

“What are you, you deserve to be compared with God. Let me go, I will kill you.” Traitors to this group of 

gods.” 

 

Sara sighed, stood up and looked at Lu Yang beside her and said, “I will take Tista to the side and talk in 

detail. As for Yuma…” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Don’t go in a hurry, and show you something good, Algaea, you come choose a 

brother, and I will reward him with a gift.” 

 

Algaea patted Boll next to him and said, “He, the Shadowmoon Elf can build a nation, Boll is 

indispensable.” 

 

Without the defensive position and strength of the defensive personnel that Boer, the dung picker, stole 

into the mountain, Lu Yang and Zhuo Jiu could not easily kill the mountain and control the entire elf 

castle. 

 

“I didn’t do anything…” Ball scratched his head shyly, embarrassed to face the attention of so many 

people. 

 

Lu Yang put his arms around his shoulders and said, “Since you have done a lot, I will give you a gift, 

which is optimistic.” 

 

He pointed at Yuma with his right hand, the space of the Demon Temple in his sleeve opened, and a 

green seed flew out, hitting Yuma’s eyebrows. In the next second, Yuma’s eyes widened. 

 

“No, you can’t do this to me, my power, my soul core, and give it back to me… This is because I have 

cultivated for hundreds of years…” Yuma was speechless, and the severe pain made him lie on his 

stomach. The ground kept twitching, his body kept shrinking, and his head kept getting bigger. 

 



Only half a minute later, Yuma’s body became a human body, and his head also bloomed with a 

beautiful purple flower with a fist-sized fruit on it. 

 

Everyone was shocked by this scene, but Rustafa, Sara and Algaea were not surprised, because they had 

seen this kind of thing. 

 

“This is the unique ability of the fourth-order three-eyed magic flower.” Rustafa asked Lu Yang in shock. 

 

Lu Yang stepped forward and picked the fruit, turned around and handed it to Boll, saying, “Eating this 

fruit will allow you to quickly advance to Tier 4, but after a few days, your strength will gradually fall 

back to the beginning of Tier 2.” 

 

“This, this, what am I…” Bohr was stunned. He was a dung picker, and his strength was only a second-

order fighter with cannon fodder. He did not expect that such a good thing as a mage would come to 

him. 

 

Algaea patted his shoulder excitedly and said, “Brother, great opportunity, how many elves have not 

been promoted to Tier 4 for hundreds of years, and the commoner elves don’t even want to practice 

spells. This fruit will give you the ability to practice magic. , It will also allow you to experience the 

fourth-order training rules and energy operation methods. As long as you accumulate strength, you can 

rise to the fourth-order again with time. You will be the first fourth-order ice power among our 

commoner elves.” 

 

“It’s also the first Tier 4 Ice Element powerhouse of the Shadowmoon Elf Clan.” Lu Yang said with a 

smile. 

 

Boll nodded sharply, some of his arms tremblingly took the fruit, and carefully held it in the palm of his 

hand. Amidst countless urges, his eyes ate with tears. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

Huge ice energy poured into Boer’s body. In an instant, a layer of ice formed outside Boer’s body, 

freezing it inside. 

 



Rustafa said: “Boll succeeded. All that is left is to digest the energy. It will take about a day. Everyone will 

help lift Boll down the mountain.” 

 

Lu Yang thought he had failed. This was the first time he used the ability of the Three-Eyed Magic 

Flower. He didn’t expect to succeed in such a simple way. 

 

The only pity is that this trick can only be used against strong people of the same rank or lower rank, if 

the opponent resists, the seed will be destroyed by the soul core. 

 

Another problem is that this thing can only allow people who have not practiced magic to have the 

cultivation ability of a certain series of spells, but the highest is the second-order. 

 

Lu Yang thought about using it in the Jagged Brotherhood before, but it is not difficult for humans to 

learn spells. The only difficulty is to improve their strength. The red and purple spirits in his Demon 

Temple can solve this problem, which is equivalent to saying The ability of the three-eyed magic flower 

is of little use to humans. 

 

Originally, Lu Yang thought it was a tasteless skill, but now it is used in the elves, but it makes Lu Yang 

feel pretty good. He looked at Testa on the ground and said, “I hope you won’t let us down.” 

 

Tista was already frightened, which made Sara feel that the chances of success have increased a lot. She 

smiled at Tista and said, “Let’s go to the mountain to talk.” 

 

“Okay, go to talk at the foot of the mountain.” Tista nodded quickly and followed Sara to the foot of the 

mountain. He used to run along the way. Obviously, he was too scared in his heart. 

 

“Don’t kill me, I will surrender, and I will surrender too.” Hezra, who was on the lava pillar in the 

distance, saw how Yuma died from beginning to end, and he was frightened and quickly begged for 

mercy.  

 

Lu Yang, Rustafa and others laughed. The Demon Flower Seed only allowed the target to gain spell 

ability, but not the ability to transform. Because these are two branches, they were originally thinking 

about how to make Hezra surrender. Thinking of this stuff, I was frightened and subdued. 

 



“Did you figure it out?” Lu Yang raised his hand, and the flame turned into a silk thread, leading Heathra 

to a position 10 meters in front of him. 

 

“Don’t kill me, I surrender, let me do anything, just being planted in my head, I don’t want to die…” 

Hezra was already completely frightened, tears streaming out of her tears. 

 

Anyone who saw Yuma’s body being sucked out of the tragedy did not want to be the second one. The 

pain before death and the ending after death made Hezra unacceptable. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Algaea and said, “I will leave it to you.” 

 

It depends on whether Algaea can surrender to Hisra. If he can, let Hisra be a mentor. This person can’t 

direct war, but as a Tier 4 archdruid, he teaches the following Warriors can still learn druid spells. 

 

He returned to rest in the lava, waiting for the arrival of the next batch of noble elves… 

 

Chapter 2337: About to go to war 

  

Latest URL: “Good news, the first regiment of the Druid Legion has surrendered.” 

 

“Most of the second regiment surrendered.” 

 

“The third regiment surrendered too.” 

 

… 

 

Algaea just led Heathra away for 10 minutes before leading Heathra back. Together with the 

Annunciation Boll and the others, they stood in front of Lu Yang and said, “There is only one thing left 

now, how can I believe that they are true? Follow us.” 

 



“I sincerely joined the Shadowmoon Elf Clan, and I am willing to teach you all my spells.” Hezra’s face 

was full of loyalty. 

 

Lu Yang sat in the magma a little dazed. Originally in his heart, he thought that the nobles of the elves 

would be like the military nobles of ancient humans, and would rather die than surrender. 

 

After all, they were all soldiers who had gone through countless battles on the battlefield. The speed of 

surrender made Lu Yang a little unacceptable. He asked, “Why did these people surrender so easily?” 

 

Algaea sneered and said: “This is determined by the fighting style of the elves. Under normal 

circumstances, it is the commoner elves to charge the first battle, and the noble wizards are behind 

them with magical assistance. After the enemy is disrupted, Drew The Iraqi Legion will launch an 

offensive, and at this time, the Druid Legion belongs to the reaping of heads. Therefore, the fighting 

spirit of these nobles is the same. Only a few third-tier nobles have such a noble glory.” 

 

Lu Yang understood that the task of co-authoring the noble elves was to launch the last wave of attacks. 

This was originally impossible, but the division within the elves was so severe, and the moon **** 

supported the noble elves, which led to the current aristocratic elves. Looks like it’s nothing strange 

anymore. 

 

“Let them swallow the scorpion man poison wrapped in seeds. The poison will come on a week later. 

Only I can remove this thing. If they don’t want to die, they will be obedient.” Lu Yang said coldly. 

 

The elves themselves can induce such grass seeds, and inject the poison of the scorpion man into the 

grass seeds. A week later, the grass seeds will be eroded by the venom of the scorpion man to leak, and 

then enter the human body. There is no doubt that you will die below the level, and the fourth level will 

last for a month at most. 

 

“This is a good idea, you all have no opinion.” Algaea looked back at Hezra and Tista. 

 

“No, no opinion.” The two shook their heads quickly. 

 

Compared with being sucked into a corpse by the three-eyed magic flower, they can live for at least a 

week after only taking the poison of the scorpion man. 



 

At the moment, Algaea and Sarah have matured the grass seeds, and the turbid wine and the white lion 

shared the poison bag on their waists. Each grass seed only needs one drop, which is enough to kill an 

aristocratic elf! 

 

Lu Yang continued to subdue the noble elves at the gate of the teleportation formation. Algaea and the 

others stared at every surrendered noble elves grazing on the grass seeds. 

 

For three full days, when the red light of the teleportation array dimmed and finally turned into a faint 

red light, the teleportation ended. 

 

“Shadow Moon Elf~!” 

 

“Shadow Moon Elf~!” 

 

… 

 

One hundred thousand civilian elves stood on the barracks in the city and cheered loudly. After listening 

to Algaea’s words, they all swore to join the Shadowmoon Elf clan, abandoned their original identities, 

and quickly entered a state of combat readiness, because they All want to be a new noble! 

 

One thousand noble elves of the Druids and one thousand noble elves of the wizard group also sworn to 

join the Shadowmoon Elf clan, and each elves took the grass seed containing the venom of the scorpion 

man. 

 

Inside the elf palace. 

 

Sara sat on the throne, and the first person standing below was Algaea, the actual controller of the 

elves, and next to him was Rustafa, who was of the same status but had no authority. 

 

Tista, Heathra, and Boll and others are on the two sides, and formally become the senior management 

of the Shadowmoon Elves. Of course, noble elves are famous and have no rights, and all rights are in the 

hands of ordinary elves such as Boll. . 



 

Algaea looked at Lu Yang gratefully, and said, “Now it’s time for us to attack, boss, you can make an 

announcement.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s still one step away, Sara needs you to do something now.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Sara asked excitedly. He had never seen such a united elves, and she was happier 

now than ever. 

 

Lu Yang said, “You are going to envoy the Halata tribe and the ogre tribe, and sign a marriage contract 

with their patriarchs.” 

 

“Huh?!” Everyone was a little confused. 

 

Sarah’s eyes lit up and smiled and said, “You want me to deceive them?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Only in this way, will the two clans truly believe you? I have seen before that 

the chief of the Halata tribe and the chief of the ogre have thoughts about you, and you are there. Use 

this relationship to do things.” 

 

Sarah sighed and said: “Before there was no way. The elves came here without any support. The two 

clans had no relationship with us before. Our elves are in a state of division again. I can only rely on 

them. To protect the safety of the entire elven race.” 

 

Both Algaea and Rustafa looked at Sara gratefully, and Algaea said, “Thanks for your hard work before.” 

 

Sarah smiled and shook her head, and said, “Seeing today’s results, everything is worth it. I will go to the 

Halata and the Ogres and wait for my good news.” 

 

“I’ll accompany you.” Algaea said firmly. 

 



If he goes there, he may be detained and unable to return. Algaea is still willing to follow, which proves 

that Algaea is not a timid person. 

 

At the moment, Sarah personally ordered a group of elven nobles and some civilian elves, Hezra was the 

captain of the guard, Algaea disguised as a guard of honor,  and his party went to the Harata clan. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air, turned into a phoenix, and flew towards the space rift zone. 

 

At this time, there will be no members of the six races in the space rift zone. The reason is simple. All 

races want to know the strength of each other. If there are members of the race outside at this time, 

they will be tortured after being caught. All the secrets are revealed. 

 

Sure enough, Lu Yang flew around in the space fissure zone. After confirming that there were no 

enemies, he quickly came to the space fissure zone area where Rock City was located, and released the 

void warrior regiments such as Xia Yuwei, Tao Fei, and Liu Juan hidden inside. Came out. 

 

“Are you going to start?” Xia Yuwei asked with a wormshell mask. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Wait for my news, there will be a war in three days at the earliest. Once I give 

an order, you must immediately enter the Rock City, Heishui City, and Xuehai City and take away their 

time-space stabilizers. ” 

 

Only in this way, conflicts and wars between various races will be triggered, which is also the key to the 

victory of mankind. 

 

Chapter 2338: Deceive success 

  

Latest website: When Lu Yang discussed the attack plan with Xia Yuwei and Liu Juan, on the other side, 

Sara had already led the team into Siping City of the Halata tribe. 

 



Inside the palace. 

 

Varadok personally greeted Sara and came to the seat in the living room. He saw Sara’s expression as if 

he had seen the most beautiful thing in the world, and asked excitedly: “Your Majesty Sara, welcome 

you again It’s really an honor for me to come.” 

 

Sara was wearing a queen’s dress and her hair spread out like a waterfall. She looked at Varadok 

gracefully, and said a little shyly: “Thank you, can we sit down and talk first.” 

 

Varadok was still holding Sara’s hand, he quickly released it in embarrassment, and said: “Okay, okay, 

let’s sit down and talk, what is your purpose this time? If it is to attack humans, I will definitely help. .” 

 

Sarah smiled slightly and said: “It’s not just an attack on humans, but I want to take this opportunity to 

attack the Necromancer tribe, and completely end the dispute between our two sides here.” 

 

Varadok frowned and said, “This is not an easy task.” 

 

If you want to go to war against the other three races, it requires their three races to work together. 

Why did the two sides not go to war for more than a year? It is because they all found a problem, that is, 

each of the three races cannot be fully trusted. The other side cannot help each other in war. 

 

Sara saw Varadok’s doubts and said softly: “If you are willing to form an alliance with me, I am willing to 

marry you.” 

 

“Marriage?” Varadok’s head trembled with a buzzing. He has been waiting for these words for three 

years. In these three years, Varadok has seen Sara’s heroine countless times. It looked like he was 

deeply attracted by Sara, but he knew that he would not get Sara’s consent if he rashly proposed. 

 

“Are you, what you said is true? Why did you agree to my terms at this time?” Varadok was not stunned 

by joy, but still maintained his rationality as a patriarch. 

 

Sarah smiled and said: “Rustafa is here, and she also brought her Majesty’s order. From now on, the 

entire elves will be under the command of Lord Rustafa. My first mission is over, and my second mission 



is over. It is to choose you and one of the ogre clan chiefs as my husband to deepen the relationship 

between our two clan.” 

 

“Choose me.” Varadok was anxious immediately and said: “Where is that three-meter-tall stupid worthy 

of you? I am your best match. This is the case. Let’s do it. Discuss the dispatch of troops.” 

 

According to the order given to Rustafa by the queen of the elves in the other world, he was indeed 

appointed as the patriarch of the elves of the earth. This matter can be known by the other races only if 

you inquire a little, and one more, this is also in line with the elves. system. 

 

Rustafa’s qualifications are too old, older than the queen. After he comes, Sara should also hand over 

the power to let Rustafa command the operation of the entire elven race. There is nothing in it that can 

allow Vala Doc was skeptical. 

 

Sarah looked at Varadok with a smile, and asked, “Don’t hesitate? Do you really want to marry me?” 

 

Valadok walked to Sara excitedly, knelt down on one knee and said: “I am afraid that you will not marry 

me. I am willing to spend my life loving you.” 

 

Sarah had a joyful look in her eyes, but she felt very disgusted in her heart, because Varadok already has 

more than 20 wives, and the female warriors of the Harata tribe from another world, they all follow He 

had a relationship, which is not a secret among the Halata. 

 

“Well, that’s the case, it’s just that you have to keep it secret, otherwise, if the big guy knows, he may 

part ways with our two clans.” Sara said worriedly. 

 

Varadok said excitedly: “Don’t worry, I will keep this matter completely confidential.” 

 

Sara nodded in a relaxed heart. That night, she stayed in Siping City for one night. After the next 

morning, Sara took Varadok back to the Elves, and Rustafa sat on the throne of the palace. The personal 

interview with Varadok proved this. Similarly, Rustafa also asked Varadok to keep it secret, and Varadok 

agreed. 

 



After the meeting, Varadok returned to Siping City to gather the team on the same day, while Sara went 

to Blackwater City and met Aiyaris, the chief of the ogre clan. 

 

Aiyaris, who is more than three meters tall, also loves Sara deeply. He even learned the magic of 

shrinking in order to be less obtrusive with Sara, and became an ogre with a height of only about 2 

meters. 

 

After Sarah said the same thing, the excited Aiyaris followed Sarah to the White Mountain City the next 

day, and after meeting with Rustafa again, Rustafa also agreed. 

 

“Finally, it succeeded.” Sara said as she stood at the gate of the city wall and looked at the back of 

Aiyaris who had disappeared into the mist. 

 

Algaea sneered and said to Lu Yang on the phone: “It succeeded. The ogres and Halata immediately 

raised 100,000 troops, of which 80,000 went on the expedition, and 20,000 looked after the house.” 

 

“Good job.” Lu Yang clenched his fist hard. 

 

A castle defended by a hundred thousand people is completely different from a castle defended by 

20,000 people. Moreover, the six races are going out together. The soldiers who stayed behind to 

defend the city will definitely slack off. This made Xia Yuwei and the others successful. The opportunity 

is greater. 

 

Algaea went on to say: “I believe that the Necromancers, the Rock Humans and the Trolls have also 

completed the assembly of the legions. They will bring the army to Baishan City as soon as tomorrow 

morning. One is a demonstration. depends on the strength of our personnel. The other is to 

immediately prepare for the offensive. Rustafa told me that several gods in the other world have issued 

strict orders. This time we must cooperate fully to kill the human race. Otherwise, , Next time the 

soldiers who come on the red moon night will bring punishment to our six races.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Stay steady, although the enemy will come tomorrow, but the purpose of the 

Necromancer tribe must include the elimination of your tribe. Follow the normal process, and you must 

do a good job of defense.” 

 



If the elves reveal flaws, it is very likely that Agunan will attack Baishan City directly. This is not too 

strange. The warriors made from the corpses of the elves are far more powerful than those made by 

human corpses. The dead second-order elf, after being resurrected, is the half-golden skeleton of the 

second-order peak. 

 

Algaea was taken aback. A drop of cold sweat dripped from his forehead and said: “I am a little arrogant, 

thank you boss. I understand how to do it. Before all the plans are implemented, everything is empty 

talk. I It won’t leave room for the enemy.” 

 

“That’s right, keep working hard.” Lu Yang hung up the phone. He looked at Xia Yuwei next to him and 

said, “I’m back to the defense position in Dan City, and listen to me at any time.” 

 

“Yeah.” Xia Yuwei nodded. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2339: Catch the spy 

  

Latest website: Right now, Lu Yang controlled the clone to fly back into the air. At this time, the snow in 

the sky was getting bigger and bigger, and the rifts that appeared in the sky were constantly spraying 

out various elemental spirits. 

 

As soon as the elemental spirits of ice and wind came from the passage, they were caught in a carnival. 

The temperature of minus forty degrees made them glow with blue and cyan faintly in the air, and at 

the same time, they released a more intense cold. Temperature and more violent wind. 

 

If he was under the clouds, in this blizzard weather, he couldn’t see out even 50 meters, and Lu Yang 

could only feel the surrounding environment by flying above the clouds. 

 



Flying all the way, he quickly returned to Tongxing Town in front of Dan City. Before landing, he saw 

more than 50,000 soldiers from the Jagged Brotherhood building a defensive position in the town 

against the snowstorm. 

 

“An ice defensive magic circle will be added there.” 

 

“Where is the attacking Thunder-based spell crystal? Another Tier 3 Thunder-based crystal, here is not 

enough attack power.” 

 

… 

 

Teams of Tier 2 fighters ran on the ground carrying various crystals, and Tao Yue, Han Ying, Han Fei, Han 

Yu, and Mu Zhong, who were in charge of the command, were constantly shouting. 

 

A red light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang took the heat and fell beside Tao Yue and Han Ying, looked at them and asked, “How are you 

preparing?” 

 

Both Tao Yue and Han Ying’s eyes lit up, and Tao Yue said solemnly: “The fortifications will be built this 

afternoon. We have planned for the worst. If something goes wrong, we will die here for the people of 

the East China Sea. Leave time to retreat.” 

 

Han Ying said: “Our family is here this time. There are a total of 55,000 warriors, 2,000 harpies, and 

5,000 demons. We have built more than 200 small positions along the town’s buildings, but I don’t know 

how long it will last.” 

 

For the alliance with the elves and the follow-up strategy, Lu Yang didn’t talk to anyone outside of the 

command, such as Zhuojiu and White Lion. Therefore, the more than 50,000 people who came were 

prepared to die in battle, the devil and the eagle. Everyone has a slave contract, and they can’t escape, 

otherwise they won’t come. 

 



As for the East China Sea and the two underground cities, there was already a panic. There were 

countless people waiting at the port every day, and countless people rushed to board the ship and fled 

to the imperial capital. 

 

Even the imperial capital thought that the East China Sea was going to end, and was ready to receive 

refugees from the East China Sea on a large scale. Fu Yun called more than once, hoping that Lu Yang 

would withdraw the main force to the Shanhaiguan area. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t give Fu Yun any reply. He just asked Tu Feng to look for a spy in the port. Only when the 

spy was caught, could he tell Tao Yue and Han Ying about the real situation. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Tu Feng called in time, and Lu Yang quickly pressed the video call button and asked, “How’s it going?” 

 

“Yes, this person is by my side.” Tu Feng pointed the camera at an old man next to him. The whole body 

of the person who had been beaten was wounded, and he was in a state of dying. 

 

The corpse of Debumei has returned to a human form, and a green magic appeared in his hand, pointing 

at the old man. In an instant, all the wounds on the old man’s body healed, but the intense numbness 

and itching made the old hair howl. , The degree of pain is even more terrifying than being beaten. 

 

“Don’t beat me, don’t save me, I said, I will say everything!” The old man knelt on the ground and cried 

heartbreakingly. 

 

“Snapped” 

 

It is a pity that the whip fell on the old man again, and after beating him all over his body, De Buchang 

corpse put away the vine whip, looked at the old man and said, “Let’s talk about it, what’s the matter?” 

 

The old man was only half-breathing, but he was afraid of not tasting the recovery magic of the corpse, 

and he was busy talking about everything. 

 



It turned out that this old man was called Lin Quan’an. He was over 70 years old this year. He was also a 

rich man before the arrival of another world. He had a deep personal relationship with the late old man. 

 

After the invasion of other world elements, Lin Quan’an did not have the talent for cultivation, but he 

was a master of his life, and he was unwilling to be an ordinary person in this new world. In the end, he 

couldn’t stand the temptation of the late old man and joined the dead city, but the late old man 

regarded him There is no reason for merit, not teaching him necromantic spells, this made Tu Feng tried 

his best to find him. 

 

“Are you also a person? You want to exchange the lives of more than 10 million people in East China Sea 

to learn spells?” De Bumei’s arm turned into a sharp wooden stake. 

 

“Please, please, I know I was wrong, I can do anything?” Lin Quan’an begged for mercy without even 

dignity. 

 

Tu Feng looked at Lu Yang on the screen and asked, “Boss, the use value of this person is gone. Just now, 

he made the last phone call with the old man Chimu. Agunan united with the Troll Clan and the Rock 

Human Clan, each with a price of 90,000. The army, 270,000 people in total, are marching towards 

Baishan City.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Leave him temporarily. If he can help, give him a way to survive and help him get 

promoted to the second rank. If he disagrees, kill him on the spot.” 

 

Knowing what Lu Yang meant, Tu Feng turned his head to look at Lin Quan’an and asked, “The boss is 

too kind to you. Let’s talk about it, what do you want to do?” 

 

“I joined the Iron-Blooded Brotherhood. I am willing to help you deceive the old man late and let me do 

anything, as long as you don’t kill me.” Lin Quan’an desperately prayed to live as if he had caught the 

last straw. 

 

Tu Feng sneered, and gave Debumeishi a look. Immediately, Debumeishi’s right arm returned to a palm, 

a green light flashed, and Lin Quan’an’s body began to recover quickly, and the tingling sensation caused 

Lin Quan’an broke down again and howled wildly. 

 



Tu Feng waited for him to stop at Lin Quan’an, and said in a cruel tone: “If you dare to lie to me, I will let 

you spend the rest of your life in such extreme pain and rapid recovery. I said To do it.” 

 

This is the most indispensable punishment. No one can bear this kind of pain. An ordinary person in Lin 

Quan’an is even more unable to bear it. He said: “I will call the old man twilight now, what do you want 

me to say? Just say something.” 

 

“Forget it, let’s wait for Old Man Chimu to call you.” Tu Feng found a place and sat down quietly. 

 

The other side. 

 

On the way from the City of the Dead to Baishan City, Agunan was riding on the skeleton war horse 

triumphantly, and said to the twilight old man beside him: “You humans are nothing more than that. Lu 

Yang is an idiot. I can’t tell that he has any. You are so smart.” 

 

The old man Chi Mu frowned and said, “I don’t know what’s wrong, but I just feel that Lu Yang is not 

that stupid. There must be something wrong with it.” 

 

Boscart sneered next to him and said: “What can be the problem? Our six races dispatched 450,000 

troops. The original Tier 4 masters are not counted. There are 24 newcomers, and half of them are from 

the Ice Element. It’s too easy to kill the human race.” 

 

Black said: “The only problem is **** the other three races after killing the human race. This is really a 

problem.” 

 

Agunan smiled and said: “Our think tank is late and has thought of a wonderful tactic for me, let him talk 

about it.” 

 

“What can he do.” Black and Boscart both showed contempt.  

 

The old man Chimu was still thinking about Lu Yang’s problem, and he couldn’t think much about it after 

hearing this. He smiled and said, “This tactic is simple. Don’t you just win.” 

 



The Necromancer is not a race that values honor. The two high-ranking generals Black and Boscate pay 

more attention, but when they hear this method, their eyes are bright. Compared to letting a large 

number of soldiers die in battle, they are more willing Use this trick to solve the problem. 

 

“You’re pretty useful,” Boscart said. 

 

Agunan was very happy. At least the person he liked was recognized by Boscart and Black. He pointed to 

Baishan City, 50 kilometers away, and said, “Come here.” 

 

He didn’t dare to lead the team forward. The Rock Humans and Trolls had not yet brought the main 

force over. He didn’t know whether there were Hasta and Ogres on the left and right sides of Baishan 

City, so he still kept it in one. The safety distance is above. 

 

“I’m going to Baishan City.” Agunan rode solo and ran in the direction of Baishan City, leaving only one 

sentence: “ 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2340: Group 6 departure 

  

Latest website: The zombie general Blake’s face instantly showed a furious look. He turned his head and 

looked at Boscat. Although he did not speak, the meaning was very obvious. 

 

Boscart’s face was still hidden in the blue robe. No one knew what his expression was at this time. He 

said in a solemn voice: “Yes, Lord City Lord.” 

 

This is the first time Boscart has recognized Agunan’s status. Obviously, from then on, Boscart will 

completely fall to Agunan, and the alliance with Black is over. 

 

The old man lately watched this scene and admired in his heart, Agunan’s trick was really useful, and 

there was absolutely no problem going to Baishan City this time. If you go through the scene, the two 

giants will break apart. It’s worth it! 



 

On a big tree covered with wind and snow not far away, the facial makeup on the trunk gradually 

disappeared, while in the city of Baishan City, Sara stopped casting spells, including Rustapha and 

Algaea. The high-level elves all made lamenting sounds. 

 

“This Agunan is still too cautious. If he dares to get closer to 30 kilometers, while the other two races are 

not here, we can still cooperate with the Ogre and Hasta tribes to kill them.” Rustafa said regretfully. . 

 

In the mountains on the two wings of Baishan City, the Hasta tribe and the ogre tribe have each raised 

an army of 90,000, and they have already hidden there. The two patriarchs who can’t wait to marry Sara 

want to win the war as soon as possible. 

 

If it is to fight the human race first, and then the six races civil war, this is not suitable for the elves, the 

Hasta and the ogres, because the elves will desperately attack humans and regain their dignity for their 

noble elves. 

 

If it were to attack Agunan first, the three clans would join forces to attack. Even if the Rock Humans and 

Trolls came to support them, Agunan’s men would definitely be killed and injured. Unfortunately, 

Agunan was shrewd and would definitely not allow his army to have it. The slightest possibility of falling 

into danger. 

 

Algaea looked at Sara and said, “Inform Aiyaris and Varadok, come here for a meeting.” 

 

Two green magic birds were released from Sara’s hand and flew to the east and west sides of Baishan 

City against the wind and snow. 

 

Hidden in the mountains, Aiyaris and Varadok were waiting for the signal to attack. When they saw the 

magic bird suddenly, both of them sighed and ordered their subordinates to rest on the spot, bringing a 

small number of teams to face. Walked in the direction of Baishan City. 

 

… 

 

The gate of Baishan City. 



 

Sarah, dressed in full costume, was standing there waiting in person, looking at the roaring cold wind 

and heavy snow like feathers outside, she suddenly froze, and then smiled at the corner of her mouth. 

 

“The three patriarchs arrived at the same time.” Sarawei’s voice was very pleasant. 

 

Agunan, Varadok and Aiyaris walked out of the misty blizzard at the same time, and stood in front of 

Sara. Agunan showed his evil face and said with a smile: “No, really. What a coincidence.” 

 

Aiyaris and Varadok and Agunan met in the wind and snow, which made Agunan’s heart secretly 

dangerous. Obviously, the three tribes wanted to attack Agunan, but Agunan cautiously avoided it. 

 

Walking all the way, Agunan found that the two men wanted to do it more than once, but his defense 

was too tight to give them any chance. 

 

“Let’s modify the meeting place. I won’t go in Baishan City. Let’s do it under the big tree outside the 

city.” Agunan felt the deep malice, and he didn’t dare to enter the city. 

 

What Sarah hopes most is that Agunan and the others will not enter the city, so that they won’t have 

any chance to see the actual appearance of the elves. There are still a large number of noble elves 

imprisoned in the cell. If they find out by accident, then It is a disaster for the elves. 

 

Originally, she couldn’t think of a great way, but she didn’t expect that Aiyaris and Varadok’s malice 

helped him so much that they actually forced Agunan back. 

 

“Your Excellency, why don’t you come in and talk? We are now an alliance.” Sarah smiled sweetly. 

 

Agunan looked at it but felt like a devil. He cursed in his heart that there is no ally who needs to do it 

when they meet. He pretended to say: “My soldiers are still standing in the wind and snow, how can I sit 

in the castle alone? What? Forget it.” 

 



He raised his right hand, and two black magic birds flew out. They were used to send messages to 

Begure and Brute. After the three of them formed an alliance, they all had the ability to locate the 

coordinates of each other. Therefore, the magic birds did not No one will be found. 

 

Sarah didn’t expect Agunan to leave in such a hurry, and said with a smile, “Then let’s go together.” 

 

“Okay.” Agunan was standing next to Sara, in a posture that Sara would die with him if she dared to do 

it. 

 

Aiyaris and Varadok originally wanted to talk to Sarah secretly, but they didn’t expect that there was no 

chance at all. They hurriedly followed Sara’s side, and the four walked into the ice mist side by side. 

 

On the other side, in the snow farther away. 

 

“Hurry up, we have to hurry up.” 

 

“Stupid Agunan, if he is attacked, he will be finished.” 

 

“This idiot.” 

 

… 

 

The head of the rock clan Begulei and the head of the troll clan Begut each led two Tier 4 ice masters 

and ran towards Baishan City. After they learned that Agunan had gone with the Necromancer, the two 

of them It feels bad. 

 

However, the two legions were far away from the direction of Baishan City. Even if the entire army ran 

at full strength, they could not reach Baishan City at the same time as Agunan. Therefore, the two let 

their subordinates lead the legion, and they only brought Tier 4 combat power to help. 

 

“Quah~!” 

 



When the two rushed to a location 10 kilometers outside of Baishan City, two black magic birds fell on 

their shoulders. In an instant, black lights flashed, and the two knew what had happened. 

 

“Sure enough.” Begulei cursed furiously: “The Elves, Hastas and Ogres still give priority to killing us.” 

 

Brute sneered and said, “They don’t have this opportunity. As long as the three clans gather together, 

the elves can only attack the human race first. At that time, when the war began, we killed them.” 

 

Begure nodded, and continued to accelerate with Brute. The 10km distance was only a ten-minute work 

for them. Soon, they ran under the big tree where the six races negotiated before and saw Sa Pull and 

others. 

 

“It’s okay.” Begure walked up to Agunan and asked in a low voice. 

 

“I’m fine.” Agunan said with a smile: “Sit down, we are almost finished talking.” 

 

Brute and others are very clear that this conversation has no nutritional value It’s just that the six 

companies pulled out the army and looked at each other to make sure that they were all 90,000 troops. 

Don’t have any private Tibetan army in the city. Other ethnic groups launched a sneak attack in the 

emptiness of the city. 

 

“Discuss how to attack,” Brute said. It will take an hour for him and Begure’s army to reach here, and he 

will delay it. 

 

Sara drew the route of their six tribes to the human race on the ground, saying: “Two roads, 20 

kilometers apart from each other, our six tribes were divided into two teams and walked on the same 

road. We arrived at Tongxing in Dan City this afternoon. In the town area, humans have deployed more 

than 50,000 troops in this small town.” 

 

“I think we can fight like this…” Begure started talking nonsense. 

 

… 

 



More than an hour passed, and the two sides were still caressing about a little thing, but suddenly, two 

different horns sounded in the distance, which let Begure and Brute know that their legion had arrived. 

 

At the moment, the six people stopped arguing. They put aside their prejudices and inspected the 

other’s army. After determining that they had sent 90,000 people, the two sides sent magic birds to 

monitor each other. The tribes began to take the main force southward with a distance of 20 kilometers. 

Go straight to Tongxing Town! 

If I die, Boscart will be the lord of the City of the Dead.” 

 

 


